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ABSTRACT
A system architecture analysis and selection methodology is presented that builds on the
Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization framework. It addresses a need and
opportunity to extend the MAO techniques to include a means to analyze not only within
the technical domain, but also include the ability to evaluate external influences that will
act on the system once it is in operation. The nature and extent of these external
influences is uncertain and increasingly uncertain for systems with long development
timelines and methods for addressing such uncertainty are central to the thesis.
The research presented in this document has culminated in a coherent system architecture
analysis and selection process addressing this need that consists of several steps:
1. The introduction of the concept of Fuzzy Pareto Optimality. Under uncertainty, one
must necessarily consider more than just Pareto Optimal solutions to avoid the
unintentional exclusion of viable and possibly even desirable designs.
2. The introduction of a proximity based filtering technique that explicitly links the
design and solution spaces. The intent here is preserve diverse designs, even if their
resulting performance is similar.
3. Introduction of the concept of Technology Invasiveness through the use of a
component Delta Design Structure Matrix (ADSM). The component DSM is used to
evaluate the changes in the DSM due to the technology insertion. Based on the
quantity and type of these changes a Technology Invasiveness metric is computed.
4. Through the use of utility curves, the technical domain analysis is linked to an analysis
of external influence factors. The shape of these curves depends wholly on the
external influences that may act on the system once it is commercialized or otherwise
put into use. The utility curves, in combination with the (technical) performance
distributions, are then used to compute risk and opportunity for each system
architecture.
System Architecture selection follows from analysis in the technical domain linked to an
analysis of external influences and their impact on system architecture potential for
success. All of the concepts and the integrated process are developed and assessed in the
context of a case which involves the study of a Hydrogen Enhanced Combustion Engine
being studied for possible insertion into the vehicle fleet.
Thesis Supervisor: Olivier L. de Weck
Title: Assistant Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Engineering Systems
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
IC Internal Combustion
BSFC Brake Specific Fuel Consumption.
BSNOx Brake Specific NOx
NOx Nitrogen Oxides
HC Hydrocarbons
CO Carbon Monoxide
egr Exhaust Gas Recirculation
FTP Federal Test Procedure
US06 United States supplemental test procedure
BMEP Brake Mean Effective Pressure
FMEP Friction Mean Effective Pressure
IMEP Indicated mean effective pressure
WOT Wide open throttle
DSM Design Structure Matrix
T.I. Technology Invasiveness
Symbols
cr, rc Compression Ratio
7 Ratio of specific heats
Tp Equivalence ratio
X Lambda (inverse of (p)
a Fraction of reformer gas thermal energy into the engine
dsize Fractional engine volume
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Rp Fuel fraction reformed
O/C Oxygen to Carbon Ratio
T1ix Indicated fuel conversion efficiency
Pamb Ambient pressure
pA Intake pressure
Sp Piston speed
nv Number of valves per cylinder
ri, re Intake and exhaust valve radius respectively
Ta Adiabatic temperature
Tcharge Engine intake charge temperature
Tegr Exhaust gas recirculation temperature
Ein, Eout Energy in and out respectively
Cp Constant pressure specific heat
Cv Constant volume specific heat
Qcombustion Combustion energy released
QIhV Lower heating value
RFCI Performance measure risk of fuel consumption improvement
RNOx Performance measure risk of engine out NO,
RCE Performance measure risk of cost effectiveness
OFCI Performance measure opportunity of fuel consumption improvement
ONOx Performance measure opportunity of engine out NOx
OCE Performance measure opportunity of cost effectiveness
K Pareto Fuzziness Factor
8 Solution space filter value
C Design space filter value
0 Scaling factor
S Feasible design space set
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SDS Number of data points (remaining) in the design space
Ex Design Space Euclidian matrix
Ej Solution Space Euclidian matrix
Jnax, Jmax Maximum value of the vector J
JX' Maximum value of the iV element of vector J
J""", Jmin Minimum value of the vector J
Ifn" Minimum value of the ith element of vector J
Subscripts and superscripts
()ig (ij) entry of a matrix
)i ith entry of a vector
)min, nax Minimum or maximum value of a vector
)min, n=x Minimum or maximum value of a vector
Definitions:
System Architecture: System architecture is defined in this dissertation as the manner in
which the components of a system are arranged and interact.
System Design: System architecture is defined in this dissertation as the manner in which
the components of a system are arranged.
Pareto-Optimal Set: A Pareto Optimal set is the solution to a multi-objective
optimization problem. The characteristic of Pareto optimal solutions is that an
improvement in one of the vector components of the objective can only be achieved by
degrading the performance in at least one of the other objective components. The set
only contains non-dominated solutions.
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Risk: Risk is defined here as the uncertainty that a system design or architecture will
satisfy the performance objectives and the negative consequences thereof.
Opportunity: Opportunity is defined here as the uncertainty that a system design or
architecture will satisfy the performance objectives and the positive consequences
thereof.
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1 Introduction
At the origin of most of today's complex engineering systems stand a handful of pioneers
that acted as the designer, chief resource in engineering and manufacturing, entrepreneur,
and founder of enterprises enduring until this day - the Wright brothers, Henry Ford, Karl
Benz, Gottlieb Daimler, Glenn Curtiss, Louis Breguet are some of them. Since those
early days, the design of complex systems such as air and spacecraft as well as
automobiles has become highly specialized in their domains but using numerous
engineering disciplines. This specialization often is reflected in organizational design as
well, where engineering disciplines are divided in functional domains with poor
communication between them. As a result, sub-optimal solutions to performance
requirements are often pursued by improper balancing of objectives across disciplines,
primarily because the trade-offs between the disciplines are not well understood.
A classic example in the aeronautical field involves the aspect ratio of
airplane wings. While aerodynamicists desire a long narrow wing to
minimize drag and maximize lift, structural engineers prefer a short
wide wing for best structural strength. An example in the automotive
field is the trade-off between engine efficiency and emissions. A
desire for low vehicle emissions tends to lead to engine designs that
exhibit less than optimal fuel consumption, while high efficiency
engine designs tend to lead to higher emissions.
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) and Multidisciplinary Analysis and
Optimization (MAO) have evolved over the last two decades from the expressed need to
"take a systems approach" in designing complex engineering systems as well as to better
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understand the ineviTable trade-offs. While the origins of MAO and MDO lie in the
aeronautics/astronautics field (this is logical since air and spacecraft are not very
accommodating to full system experimentation), the last few years have seen these
methodologies begin to be applied in other fields as well. The MAO and MDO
frameworks are particularly attractive to systems architecting. Computational cost
constraints often limit model fidelity in MAO and MDO. This is not an issue with
system architecture modeling since frequently only limited information is available,
especially when new technologies are involved. A significant issue in modeling and
analyzing system architecture and conceptual design is one of relevance and meaning.
While it is safe to say that solution accuracy is almost impossible to assess, let alone
achieve, the question is whether the results are meaningful under high levels of
uncertainty. More specifically, how confidently can the system architect make system
architecture or design decisions under high levels of uncertainty. In this work,
uncertainty stemming not only from inaccuracy or incompleteness of the system
(architecture) models is considered, but also from external influences that lie more in the
operational domain of the system in question.
1.1 Background
In typical product development processes, there is a sequence of events evolving ideas
and concepts into conceptual design and/or architecture, then preliminary design and
finally detailed design and manufacturing. This process is generally divided up into three
phases as shown in Figure 11.
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The paradox facing the designer lies in the problem that in order to gain knowledge about
a particular system architecture or design, he must first make decisions regarding the
architecture or design of the system or product under development. These decisions
result in a loss of design freedom. Once knowledge has been gained, for example
through testing, it may be too late to act upon that knowledge. In other words: a level of
design "lock-in" has occurred. Sobieszczanski-Sobieski 2 et al. demonstrated
mathematically that this evolution may lead to suboptimal designs. Similarly, the
International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE)3 estimates that 70%-90% of the
development cost of complex systems is pre-determined after only 5%-10% of the
development time has been completed.
Conceptual Preliminary Detailed
Knowledge about design
Design freedom
Time into design process
Figure 1. Traditional product development process.
Multidisciplinary system architecture modeling and analysis allows the system architect
or designer to gain more knowledge about the system behavior while at the same time
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retaining design freedom. This approach then has the potential to break the paradox
described earlier. Figure 21 shows how the multidisciplinary system architecture
modeling methodology affects system knowledge and design freedom during the product
development process.
Conceptual Preliminary Detailed
Knowledge about design
SGoal
_____________ Design freedom
Time into design process
Figure 2. Design process reorganized to gain knowledge earlier
in the process and retain design freedom longer.
In essence, multidisciplinary system architecture modeling allows the designer to gain
valuable knowledge regarding the potential performance of possible system architectures
and/or designs. Without being forced to make design decisions just yet, the designer
maintains design freedom longer into the system architecting and/or design process. In
the context of new technology infusion into existing systems, an additional benefit is the
ability to computationally assess the potential cost/performance trade-off before
committing to invest significant R&D dollars, since most of the project cost is expended
in the preliminary and detailed design stages. The key question then becomes: how
"good" is the system model? After all, a poor model will lead to poor quality knowledge,
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possibly leading to bad decisions and project failure. This question also highlights one of
the historical drawbacks of multidisciplinary system design modeling, trade space
exploration, and optimization, namely that this methodology is extremely expensive from
a computational perspective. Computational cost has been dropping rapidly over the last
two decades, but still forces the use of lower fidelity sub-models to avoid excessive
processor run-time requirements. The computational cost constraint is quite compatible
however with the state of knowledge of performance of new technology infused system
architectures.
In summary then: computational modeling methodologies, specifically MAO and MDO,
have been developed and evolved to allow the system architect or designer to circumvent
the design freedom paradox. At the same time, MAO and MDO techniques can highlight
design sensitivities to particular input variables or parameters and therefore enable a more
focused concept prototype build and evaluation.
The last point above comes as a direct result of infusing uncertainty into the process
through the use of arguably inaccurate and incomplete computational system
(architecture) models. These computational methods however, allow for input variable
and parameter sensitivity analyses that can directly serve as a guide for concurrent
concept hardware testing. In other words: if a particular system architecture or design
shows great promise, then a decision could be made to build and test that particular
embodiment. Figure 3 shows this interplay between computational modeling and
simulation and hardware testing. This is a process that should proceed throughout the
system development process.
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Computational Hardware
system architecture system
analysis analysis
Figure 3. Continuous Interplay Between Computational and Hardware Analysis
Sensitivity analyses will shed light on a preferred test protocol to follow that will in the
most expedient manner verify model simulation results. In cases where it is expensive to
build concept hardware, for example in the aero- and astronautic fields, more detailed
disciplinary modeling can supplement the system level model.
1.2 Thesis
Extending the Pareto analysis of system architecture or design in a Multidisciplinary
Analysis and Optimization framework is necessary to avoid the unintentional exclusion
of viable and even desirable designs. Especially in the early design stages where
decisions have a major impact on eventual system performance and cost, a greater and
more diverse set of designs must be considered along with an evaluation of external non-
technical influences affecting the eventual success of the system architectures under
consideration.
To support this thesis, a methodology of computational system architecture and design
analysis and selection will be developed and presented that:
1. Focuses analysis on a much broader set of solutions through the introduction of
the concept of a "Fuzzy Pareto Frontier"
2. Retains of a high level of design diversity during subsequent data reduction
stages with the introduction of a design domain linked solution filtering method
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3. Uses a newly developed Technology Invasiveness metric to assign additional risk
to systems where new technology infusion has a greater system level impact
4. Uses utility based functions to aggregate system design performance instances
into a system architecture performance instance with the explicit inclusion of
external uncertainty factors.
1.2.1 Thesis Scope and Limitations
This proposed methodology builds on established MAO and MDO frameworks. The
work primarily extends the state-of-the-art by focusing on post-simulation data analysis.
Furthermore, the scope of this work is limited to the insertion of new technologies into
existing systems. While the presence of uncertainty in the conceptual stages of system
architecting and design is a driving factor in the development of the methodology
presented in this work, no attempt is made to quantify uncertainty. Rather, an approach is
taken to keep options open by preservation of a maximum amount of potentially "good"
designs instead of attempting to find the single optimum design. The latter is the
overarching goal of the traditional MDO methodology. This is not a prudent approach in
the opinion of the author given the level of uncertainty present in the conceptual stages of
system design. In this work uncertainty is defined as a lack of knowledge regarding:
a) The inputs to a model or process
b) The model or process itself
c) Future events that will influence the outcome of a decision.
This leads to the following list of the types of uncertainty the author considers to be of
importance in the conceptual stage of system architecting and design:
i. System (architecture) model accuracy and completeness
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ii. Model parameter variability
i. Model inputs not considered design variables that can have variability
associated with them (e.g. ambient temperature)
iii. Future economic climate
i. Cost of material resources (e.g. fuel cost for propulsion systems)
ii. Affordability of new technology
iv. Future political climate (e.g. regulations affecting system operation)
i. Emission regulations (greenhouse and toxics)
ii. Energy efficiency regulations
v. Societal, market, and environmental drivers (for economic and political
climate changes)
i. Consumer attitude toward "green" technologies
1. Global warming, or perhaps more accurately: the perception
thereof
2. Urban smog
ii. Cost and performance of competing technologies
iii. Petroleum geo-politics
vi. Effect of system architecture and design decisions on the downstream
system and product development processes
i. Technology invasiveness
1.3 Thesis Synopsis
Chapter 1 gives a background and rationale for the research presented in this document.
This Chapter also provides the thesis as well as the scope and limitations of the thesis.
Chapter 2 reviews the literature in several knowledge domains. In particular, a review
will be given of Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization (MAO) and
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Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO), establishing the need for improved post-
simulation data analysis in the context of uncertainty. An overview of approaches taken
in dealing with uncertainty in the early stages of system or product conceptual design will
be provided. Finally, a literature review will be presented relevant to the case study
supporting this body of work.
Chapter 3 describes the generalized process and methods of the system architecture
analysis and selection framework presented here.
Chapter 4 introduces the case study of a technology infusion project. The technology of
interest is an on-board plasma based fuel reformer. The system architectures of interest
are the various possible embodiments of a hydrogen enhanced combustion engine
concept enabled by the integration of an on-board fuel reformer with a conventional
gasoline engine. This Chapter will show how the shifting of primary constraints allows
new system architectures to emerge. A comprehensive review will be presented of the
computational system (architecture) model consisting of a set of sub-models.
Chapter 5 provides the results of system model simulations and a discussion thereof.
Chapter 6 provides a comprehensive post-simulation data analysis and discussion of the
case study following the generalized process presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 7 discusses the contributions of this thesis and how and why the work contributes
to the field of Engineering Systems. The discussion will highlight the differences in how
the simulation results are used to make system (architecture) selection decisions based on
available literature and the methodology presented in this body of work.
Chapter 8 summarizes the conclusions from the dissertation.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Multidisciplinary Design, Analysis and Optimization
Around 1970, two developments of great potential impact and far-reaching effect on
aircraft design began to take place. First, computer-aided design came of age and has
now relieved the design engineer of much of the earlier drudgery regarding the menial
aspects of design. Second, the procurement policy of the military underwent a thorough
change. The earlier drive of maximum performance had been superseded by a new quest
for balance among performance, life-cycle cost, reliability, maintainability, vulnerability,
and other "-ilities"'. The experience of the 1960s had shown that for military aircraft the
cost of the final increment of performance usually is excessive in terms of other
characteristics and that the overall system must be optimized, not just performance.
The developing demand for cost-efficient performance and operation in the aerospace
industry led to an upfront integration of traditional disciplines such as aerodynamics,
propulsion, structures and controls with such life cycle areas as cost, manufacturability
and maintainability. The goal of this total multidisciplinary integration is illustrated and
discussed in Section 1.1 and Figures 1 and 2 in Chapter 1..
2.1.1 Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO)
While this work does not concentrate on the optimization of system architecture or
design, quite the contrary in fact, we will provide a brief overview here of a
(computational) Multidisciplinary Design Optimization framework as it has evolved over
the last two decades. A generalized framework of Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization4 is presented in Figure 4.
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Simulation Model
Design Vector Discipline A Objective Vector
x1
Discipline B -+Discipline C
x 2 JX2 --- +I - .
SDiscipline D
I J
X Discipline E Discipline F Discipline G
Multi-Objective
Coupling Optimization
Numerical 4Sensitivity Analysis
Techniques Approximation
Trade Space HeuristicMehd
Exploration Techniques Coupling Iso-Performance
Optimization Algorithms
Figure 4. Generalized Multidisciplinary Design Optimization framework
First of all, the framework includes a simulation model comprising the multiple
disciplines across which to optimize, including their dependencies and linkages.
Spanning the model are the inputs and outputs. The input, or design vector, contains all
variables and parameters of interest. Variables are inputs that can be chosen
independently by the designer. Parameters in this case are defined as inputs that are
important to the simulation but are held constant throughout the simulation (e.g. ambient
pressure and temperature or fuel lower heating value). The output, or objective vector,
could be a scalar or multiple objectives could exist. Many of today's design problems
entail multiple objectives given that generally at least one performance objective must be
satisfied in addition to the seemingly the ever present cost objective.
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In general, an optimization problem consists of an objective function (the system model),
constraints, and design variables. The objective function is the goal of the optimization,
for example to minimize the mass of some structure or to maximize the speed of a
vehicle. Three different types of constraints are common: inequality constraints, equality
constraints and side constraints. An inequality constraint could be that the stress of a
system must be less than (or equal to) the yield stress. An equality constraint could be
that a particular design variable must be equal to a target value. This type of constraint is
commonly used to reduce the number of variables in a design5. The side constraint is
imposed on the design variables, saying that they must be within a specific range, no
greater than a value and no less than another value. The standard optimization problem is
summarized below5'.
Minimize
Subject to (s.t.)
f(x) = (fA(x),f2(x),....fk(X))
hi(x)=0; i=I top
gj(x)s0; j=lIto m
' 
lower y sUPPer
with q = 1 to n
With,
x = [xI, x2, ... , x ,P1, P2,---,PS] Design vector
with x,..x. design variables and pl..p, design parameters
J= [JI, J2,..., Jk]
with Ji..Jk = fi(x)..fk(x)
Solution vector
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Where k is the number of objective functions, p is the number of equality constraints, and
m is the number of inequality constraints. f(x) is a k-dimensional vector of objective
functions. The design vector x contains n design variables and s design parameters. The
Solution vector J contains k solutions.
The feasible design space, or feasible set S, can be defined as follows:
t= xh,(x)=0;i =[1,p] and gj(x)50;j =[1,m] and x"'Xq x xlwerx;q = [1,n]}
Optimization techniques have been applied to multidisciplinary systems before the
concept of MDO was developed. However, the optimization techniques used were not
specifically designed for multidisciplinary systems6 . For example, parametric analyses
were performed in which one, two or a few variables were varied to study the effect these
variables had on the objective. This method is time consuming and does not accurately
account for the interactions amongst all variables.
According to Sobieszczanski-Sobieski 7 "the two main challenges of MDO are
computational expense and organizational complexity". The MDO theory is thus heavily
based on solving these problems. Generally, MDO is divided into two different
categories: MDO formulations and MDO algorithms8. MDO formulations primarily deal
with defining the architecture of the problem, while MDO algorithms comprise the actual
procedure of solving the MDO problem. The latter is shown graphically in Figure 3.
Optimization algorithms can be based both on single- or multiple-objective optimization,
numerical or heuristic methods, and other complementary algorithms or methods. '9 48
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A variety of techniques and applications of multi-objective optimization have been
developed over the last decade' 9 21. Most of these methods involve converting a multi-
objective problem into a single-objective problem and then computationally solving this
single-objective problem for a compromise solution. This scalarization is usually
achieved by using either weights or targets which the designer or architect must specify
for each objective a priori.
2.1.2 Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization (MAO)
Where the almost singular focus in MDO is on finding the "optimum" design solution
that best meets one or more objectives, MAO strives to strike more of a balance between
analysis and optimization. Especially in multi-objective design problems, optimization
toward a single design solution can be dangerous as the solution depends greatly on how
one values meeting each of the objectives, either technically or economically. Much of
the analysis aspect of MAO lies in trade-off analysis, i.e. how does one trade off the
performance in one objective against another, given that objectives usually are in conflict.
At the source of MAO stands the century old work by Pareto: Manual of Political
Economy23. In this work Pareto introduces the concept of Pareto-Optimality:
"We will say that the members of a collectivity enjoy maximium ophelimity
(economic satisfaction) in a certain position when it is impossible to find a way
of moving from that position very slightly in such a manner that the ophelimity
enjoyed by each of the individuals of that collectivity increases or decreases.
That is to say, any small displacement in departing from that position necessarily
has the effect of increasing the ophelimity which certain individuals enjoy, and
decreasing that which others enjoy, of being agreeable to some, and disagreeable
to others."
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Pareto's work has been broadly accepted and used in economics. As renowned
economist Sir John Hicks puts it:
"The Pareto optimum has gone into the textbooks. Because of the opportunities
it offers for mathematical manipulation, great castles of theory have been built
upon it."
Similarly, and partly because of the "opportunity for mathematical manipulation", the
concept of Pareto-Optimality is widely used in MAO. Pareto-Optimality is used for
designs that are superior in all objectives9, 24-26. Similarly, weak Pareto-Optimality can be
used for designs that are superior in at least one objective9. Pareto Optimality and Weak
Pareto Optimality can be defined as follows:
Pareto Optimality: J1 dominates J2 strongly if: J' < J
JX < Ji
Weak Pareto Optimality: J1 dominates J2 if: j' J2 , and j'1
J' <J' Vi and
JX<Ji <for at least one i
Many techniques and applications have been developed to determine and analyze the set
of Pareto Optimal solutions, also known as the Pareto frontier2-hO.
2.2 Concept Selection
As shown in Figures 1 and 2, engineering design can be broken down intro three major
phases. The first phase, conceptual design, can be further broken down into function
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specification, concept generation and concept selection. It is generally accepted that
more than 70% of the final system quality and cost are determined in the conceptual
design phase as early design decision are made. With this in mind, it seems obvious that
these early design decisions must be made with great care as argued in Section 1.1.
Before continuing, let us repeat a few definitions from the nomenclature Section:
" System architecture or design concept: these are general design configurations
that are defined by generic design features.
" System design: These are variations of a given system architecture or design
concept, where each system design is defined by a unique set of values for the
design variables.
Other researchers have made similar distinctions between system architecture and
design3 1.33. Generally, computational design optimization is used to find optimal design
configurations after a system architecture has been selected (i.e. in the preliminary and
detailed stages of the design process). Several researchers have extended the MDO and
MAO framework into the conceptual phase of the design process29, 34-39. This distinction
should be highlighted since some of the techniques used in the conceptual design stages
act on system architectures and some act on system design, or instances of design within
one or more architectures under evaluation.
While model fidelity almost by definition is lacking in this stage of the design process, it
also helps alleviate the usual computational expense constraint that is so dominant in the
latter stages of the design process. This decrease in system (architecture) model fidelity
is due generally to a lack of detailed information on performance and cost of new
technologies under consideration. With this lack of fidelity comes a sometimes
significant increase in uncertainty which lies at the heart of the body of work presented in
this document.
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Outside of the computational frameworks presented here, various methods of concept
selection have been proposed. One of the more popular methods used widely in industry
involves decision matrices40. A decision matrix based method generally involves
assigning a weight to each design objective a priori, rating each design concept based on
its estimated ability to meet given design objectives, and then performing a summation.
Sk = Rik wi
Where Sk is the total score for concept k, n is the number of design criteria, wi is the
weight for the ith criterion and Rik is the rating of concept k for the ith criterion. Similar
techniques have been described by Pugh4' and Pahl & Beitz42 and Hatley et al. 43. Other
methods for concept selection are described by Suh44' 45 and Magrab46.
2.3 Dealing with Uncertainty
A significant reason for development of the techniques presented in this body of work is
that, in the opinion of the author, current MDO and MAO methodologies deal
insufficiently with the presence of uncertainty. It is therefore necessary to provide at
least a brief survey of some of the means by which uncertainty is dealt with. One means
of dealing with uncertainty in complex systems is the reduction of complexity itself.
Baldwin and Clark 47 describe how modularity evolved in the computer industry and
explain how modularity in design multiplies and decentralizes valuable design options,
thereby making possible the process of design evolution. Their work follows Simon"'
and Alexander" 2, who showed three decades earlier how modularity can be a means to
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reduce the effects of complexity, one of which is uncertainty. Simon' argued for the
criterion of decomposability in modular design, which he offers both as a prescription for
human designers as well as a description of natural systems. Alexander12 suggests that
many of the most attractive and durable systems are the result of an "unselfconscious"
design process. In this process "the rules are not made explicit, but are, as it were,
revealed through the correction of mistakes".
Hastings et al.48 incorporated uncertainty from three sources (performance, economic,
and political) into the conceptual design of space system architectures. Their example
shows how system architecture selection is affected when these uncertainties are taken
into account.
De Neufville et a149 suggests there are at least three basic ways to deal with uncertainty.
One can either reduce the uncertainty itself, or enable the system to respond to it better.
In terms of enhancing the system, one can either strengthen it against changes, sudden or
otherwise, or make it more flexible so that it can adjust to changes. Thus we could think
of responses that:
" Control uncertainty, as by demand management,
* Protect Passively, as by building in robustness, and
" Protect Actively, by creating flexibility that managers can use to react to
unfolding events in the future as uncertainty is resolved.
De Neufville also proposes a two way typology for managing uncertainty based on the
type of action taken and the timeline on which the action will be implemented. Another
method put forth by de Neufville is the use of real options3 0'49'50 theory in the design and
analysis of engineering systems. Based on financial options theory, real options theory
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allows one to compute the value of adding flexibility into the design of engineering
systems.
Work by Eppinger et al.51 ~54 seeks to elucidate and address sources of uncertainty that lie
in the process of system and product design. By seeking to understand the interactions
between people, teams of people, and even different organizations in the supply chain,
they offer a methodology to better manage these interactions and thereby reduce
uncertainty stemming from these sources.
Another example of a recent methodological advance for engineering systems is "robust
design" -- a set of design methods for improving the consistency of a systems function
across a wide range of conditions. The theoretical foundations for robust design began to
emerge in the 1920's when R.A. Fisher55 developed techniques for planning and
analyzing experiments.
For engineering systems, the most important use of Fisher's work was probably Genichi
Taguchi's56 pioneering development of "robust design" methods which apply Design of
Experiments to reduce the effect of uncertainties on a system. Taguchi was the first to
advocate the practice of deliberately and systematically inducing "noise factors" in
experiments so that systems can be made less sensitive to variations in customer use
conditions and internal degradation.
Many of the methods that incorporate uncertainty analysis into the MDO and MAO
frameworks, are based on Taguchi's work and are generally aimed at introducing noise
factors into the system modeling and simulation process7-62. These methods however are
insufficient for analysis in the conceptual stages insofar that they are limited to
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uncertainty in the technical domain. Methods that extend the analysis into the non-
technical domain are desired.
An entirely different approach to dealing with uncertainty in the decision making process
is discussed by Ben Haim'13 Ben Haim examines uncertainty from a non-probabilistic
point of view. He develops info-gap models that seek to define the disparity between
what is known and what could be known, with very little information about the structure
of uncertainty. In his book, Ben Haim introduces the robustness function, which is
defines as the immunity to failure (usually risk is associated with failure), and the
opportunity function, which expresses the immunity function to windfall gain; these are
the basic decision functions in info-gap decision theory. Ben Haim explains that when
robustness is large (i.e. risk is low), the decision is unaffected by large errors in
information; on the other hand, the opportunity function is the lowest level of uncertainty
that can enable (but not guarantee) a windfall gain. In other words, while it is desirable
to strife for high robustness to uncertainty, some level of uncertainty must be accepted to
assure the possibility of windfall gains. Ben Haim uses satisficing as the decision to
pursue a course of action that will satisfy the minimum requirements to achieve a
particular goal. Ben Haim makes two points with regard to the difference between
optimizing and satisficing:
1. An optimum may be and often is unique, while there are almost invariably an
uncountably infinite number of satisficing solutions. The multiplicity of satisficing
solutions means that a significant additional degree of freedom is open to the
decision maker. In particular, the decision maker can satisfice performance and
then optimize something else, like the robustness to info-gaps.
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2. The second distinction, according to Ben Haim, between optimizing and satisficing
is that the optimum may be unsTable or sensitive to uncertainty. Because the
satisficing solution can be buttressed by optimizing the robustness to info-gaps, the
satisficing solution does not suffer from that sort of sensitivity. Ben Haim
underscores his point that sub-optimal solutions can be reliable when in fact optimal
solutions rarely are.
This same sentiment comes through in work by de Weck 1 4. de Weck introduces the
concept of iso-performance. An iso-performance contour in the solution space essentially
describes a set of sub-optimal solutions that meet minimum performance targets, leaving
room to optimize along other dimensions.
The framework and methods presented in this document are inspired in part by the work
of Ben Haim and similarly seek to satisfice rather than optimize and seek to explore the
two sides of uncertainty, namely risk and opportunity.
While Sections 2.1 through 2.3 provided a literature review of the methods and
techniques relevant to the work presented in this dissertation, the next section presents a
literature review of the case study provided in this dissertation: Hydrogen Enhanced
Combustion.
2.4 Hydrogen Enhanced Combustion
Hydrogen is widely regarded as the ideal fuel of the future. One of its main advantages is
that when it is burnt in an internal combustion engine, exhaust emissions of harmful
pollutants are reduced by orders of magnitude compared to gasoline. This is due to the
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fact that hydrogen contains no carbon. The only carbon in the products of combustion
might originate from burnt oil, thus only trace amounts of carbon compounds are present
in the exhaust gases. However, the high adiabatic flame temperature of hydrogen
enhances the production of nitrogen oxides during combustion, similarly to gasoline.
Very lean operation will alleviate this problem, but introduces power density issues. In
addition to the reduction of emissions, hydrogen offers many advantages for the
improvement of the combustion process itself. This is due to the fact that hydrogen
possesses some very favorable combustion relevant properties, such as wide flammability
limits, low net ignition energy in air, high flame speed and high calorific value.
Particularly interesting are the high flame speed and the wide flammability limits.
Gasoline and methane have significant disadvantages in these two properties. Therefore,
it can be expected that the addition of hydrogen to these two fossil fuels, even in small
quantities, would improve combustion. Table 1 compares hydrogen properties to those of
some other fuels. Early work on the use of hydrogen enrichment demonstrated its use in
a number of gasoline engine platforms to provide much-reduced NOx and CO emissions,
together with increased thermal efficiency. Some of the earliest reported work was
performed by Breshears et al.63.
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Property Hydrogen Methane Propane Gasoline
Specific Gravity at NTP Relative to air 0.07 0.55 1.52 -4.0
Normal Boiling Point (K) 20.3 111.6 231 310-478
Critical Pressure (atm) 12.8 45.4 41.9 24.5-27
Density of Liquid at NTP (kg/L) 0.0708 0.4225 0.5077 - 0.70
Density of Gas at NTP (kg/m3) 0.838 0.6512 1.96 - 4.40
Density Ratio, NTP Liquid/NTP Gas 845 649 259 - 150
Diffusion Coefficients in NTP air (cm2/s) 0.61 0.16 0.1 - 0.05
Diffusion Velocity in NTP air (cm/s) -2 - 0.51 - 0.34 - 0.34
Quenching Gap in NTP Air (mm) 0.64 2.03 1.78 2
Limits of Flammability in Vol (%) Apr-75 5.3-15 2.1-10.4 1-7.6
Limits of Detonation in Air Vol (%) 18.3-59 6.3-13.5 3.4-35 1.1-3.3
Minimum Energy for ignition in Air (mJ) 0.02 0.29 0.305 0.24
Autoignition Temperature (K) 858 813 740 501-744
Flame Temperature in Air (K) 2318 2148 2243 2470
Maximum Burning Velocity in NTP Air (cm/s) 278 37-45 43-52 37-43
Energy of Stoichometric Mixture (MJ/m3) 3.58 3.58 3.79 3.91
Table 1. Properties of various fuels
They reported engine efficiency and emissions results for a single cylinder CFR
research engine with various levels of hydrogen rich gas addition. They utilized a steam
reforming process to generate the hydrogen rich gas. Significant extension of the lean
limit and reductions in NOx emissions were shown. Houseman and Hoehn64, reported on
the operation of a V8 engine on gasoline enriched with hydrogen. The addition of
hydrogen allowed a significant extension in the lean operating limit of the engine,
compared to operation on gasoline alone. In addition they were able to demonstrate
reduced emissions of NOx and an improvement in engine thermal efficiency. Around the
same time Stebar and Parks65 demonstrated the effect of hydrogen supplementation as a
means of extending lean operation, with very low NOx and CO emissions for
hydrogen/iso-octane mixtures as lean as 0.55 equivalence ratio in a single cylinder test
engine. They also demonstrated the same trends on a converted passenger car. However,
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hydrocarbon emissions were unacceptably high. Further work66 extended these
investigations to additional limits and applications, and further confirmed the earlier
results. Nagalingam 67 et al investigated the addition of hydrogen to methane using a
research engine operated at wide-open throttle at 1200rpm. Mixtures containing both
20% and 50% hydrogen were investigated. Although the peak power was reduced due to
the lower volumetric heating value of hydrogen compared with methane, it was found
that with hydrogen addition less spark advance was required for maximum brake torque.
Hoekstra 68 et al further investigated the potential of hydrogen addition to natural gas and
the potential to extend the lean limit of combustion. Extremely low levels of NOx were
demonstrated using 28 and 36% hydrogen supplementation, with a moderate increase in
emissions of unburned hydrocarbons. More recently, significant research activity is
taking place at the University of Birmingham, UK, by the Future Power Systems Group69
and at the Sloan Automotive Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 0-
76
The biggest obstacle in the practical development of the idea of supplying hydrogen as an
additive to fossil fuels in a vehicle is the problem of how to ensure hydrogen supply on-
board. The storage of two different fuels on-board is not viable economically. Storage of
hydrogen is generally costly in capital and vehicle weight terms. Furthermore, no
hydrogen distribution systems are available at present, nor are they expected in the short-
term future, which could fuel any sizeable car fleet. Therefore, one of the options
offering considerable potential is to produce hydrogen or hydrogen-containing gas on-
board the vehicle using available fuel as a feedstock. Several such techniques have been
investigated and are reviewed in Section 2.4.2.
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2.4.1 Engine Downsizing
Improvements in fuel consumption can be gained77 by reducing engine displacement and
increasing specific power, while maintaining equal performance, by boosting the engine
(turbocharger or mechanical supercharger). Degraded transient performance (turbo-lag)
typically associated with turbochargers, can be significantly offset by incorporating
variable geometry turbines or mechanical (positive displacement) superchargers.
Additional modifications for transmission matching, after treatment system warm-up and
other factors that can degrade exhaust emissions control must also be considered.
Improvements in fuel consumption of 5 to 7 percent are considered possible with this
approach, at equivalent vehicle performance. However, when this concept is combined
with multi-valve technology, total improvements of about 10 percent are possible
compared to a 2-valve engine baseline. The latest development in direct injection
gasoline engines from Ricardo78 is the Lean Boost System. The Lean Boost System
combines direct injection, pressure charging and lean operation and offers a step change
in gasoline engine fuel economy. For maximum fuel economy without compromising
vehicle performance, the Lean Boost System can be used to allow engine downsizing.
The essence of the Lean Boost System is the approach to octane requirement. It is
normally necessary to significantly reduce the geometric compression ratio of a boosted
engine to avoid knock, however, this has a deleterious effect on thermal efficiency. By
combining direct injection and homogeneous lean operation in the Lean Boost engine,
octane requirement is reduced, allowing a high compression ratio to be used. Verschoor
et a179 analyzed data for production gasoline vehicles with a view to comparing the
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performance of turbocharged and non-turbocharged engines. In these analyses, data sets
from the model year 1992-93 and from the model year 2000/01 had been used. It had
been demonstrated that turbocharged engines, which had been downsized by 50 per cent,
produced the same power as non turbo-charged engines, and that smaller engines
consumed up to 10 per cent less fuel. In addition, it had also been shown that a single
base engine could cover a wide performance spectrum when turbo-charging was
progressively increased. FEV80 has introduced the ATAC high turbulence combustion
process, which enables the excess air necessary for NOx in parallel with efficiency-
favorable compression ratio over the entire engine map. The results of investigations
with a 1.9L, 4-Cylinder Engine are reported. The relative efficiency advantages are
shown in comparison with a modem naturally aspirated gasoline engine with port fuel
injection.
2.4.2 On-Board Fuel Reforming
2.4.2.1 Types of Reformer Technologies
The basic concept of reforming entails that a hydrogen-rich fuel, is reduced into
hydrogen, plus the by-products of the reactions that take place. These by-products
generally include significant amounts of carbon monoxide as well as some amounts of
carbon dioxide, partially reacted fuel, and water. One of the primary problems to
overcome is that of size. Both weight and volume of the reformer need to be minimized
in order to make a particular technology viable from a performance and practical
standpoint. Likewise, the cost must be kept down to avoid the technology being too
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expensive for mass production vehicles. While for fuel cell applications hydrogen purity
is a critical requirement, for combustion enhancement applications this is not the case.
Although there are many different individual types of reformers, often combining
technologies from many systems, the main types of reforming that will be discussed in
this Section are81:
" Steam reforming
* Partial oxidation
* Auto-thermal reforming
2.4.2.2 Steam Reforming
Steam reforming is a two-stage process, consisting of the oxygenolysis (reforming)
reaction and the water-gas shift reaction. Both of the Equations shown are for a generic
hydrocarbon containing n carbon atoms and m hydrogen atoms.
Cn Hm + n * H2 0 >n * CO + +n *H 2(2
CO+H20 -> CO 2 +H 2
The oxygenolysis reaction uses the oxygen from the steam, at elevated temperatures
(usually above 500*C), to remove the carbon from the hydrocarbon, and leave hydrogen
molecules and oxides of carbon. Simultaneously (dependent on temperature) the water-
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gas shift reaction transforms the carbon monoxide into carbon dioxide, while producing
more hydrogen. The bulk of the available literature in this area describes steam-
reforming applications for methanol-powered fuel cells. This is an attractive combination
since a ready source of water is available from the fuel cell. Additionally, the oxygen
contained in methanol will enable a partial oxidation reaction path providing energy to
the endothermic steam reforming process. This will increase overall efficiency.
However, for non fuel cell applications water is not readily available and steam reforming
is therefore far less attractive. Background information for catalytic steam reforming can
be found in Rostrop-Nielsen and Twiggs.
The work presented by Breshears6 3 et al was performed with a steam reforming hydrogen
generator. The Forschungszentrum Jilich, Germany and Haldor Topsoe A/S, Denmark
have been investigating a compact methanol reformer for fuel cell powered light duty
vehicles, with the specific purposes of minimizing weight and size of the unit.
2.4.2.3 Partial Oxidation Reforming
Partial oxidation is a chemical reaction, which, as its name suggests, partially oxidizes the
fuel to remove carbon from the hydrocarbon chains. A generic reaction path is shown
below:
CnHm +*O -> n* CO+-*H2 2 2 2
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As can be seen from the reaction, no water (in the form of steam for example, as in steam
reforming) is required in this reaction. Furthermore, it can be carried out at high
temperatures (typically in the region of 1200-1500* C), which removes the need for
immediate sulfur removal. It also allows for heavier hydrocarbon-based fractions, such as
gasoline, which potentially makes it more universal in use than steam reforming. Delphi
Automotive Systems has a very active fuel reformer research program. This is primarily
driven by their development efforts8 4-87 of Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) based auxiliary
power units (APU) for automotive use. Similarly to combustion enhancement with
hydrogen rich gas, viability of SOFC based APU's depends on the ability to reform fuel
on-board the vehicle. Delphi is taking advantage of the synergies between the SOFC and
other applications by applying the SOFC fuel reformer technology on internal
combustion engines88 -93. The latter application aims to develop an extremely low
emissions vehicle by augmenting, not replacing, the existing three-way catalyst system
with a strategy consisting of three elements: first, to start the engine under very lean
conditions on reformed fuel gas only. This will essentially eliminate cold start emissions.
Second, by injecting hydrogen rich gas upstream of the three-way catalyst, the latter can
be brought to operating temperature rapidly. Finally, during light and medium load
engine operating conditions, the engine is augmented with hydrogen rich gas to allow for
high EGR dilution rates for ultra-low engine out NOx emissions. The fuel reformer used
is a catalyst-based system that requires preheating in order to reach operating temperature
(>800 C). The two main reformer designs under investigation are tubular and planar.
The key attributes for reformer durability are temperature control and uniformity in the
catalyst bed and homogeneity and fuel vaporization and mixing of the air/fuel mixture
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entering the catalyst bed. The reformer must be controlled in very tight operating
windows so as not to be in modes that would create extreme temperature spikes or carbon
formation.
The Plasma Science and Fusion Center at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is
pursuing a very different approach to on board fuel reforming by enhancing fuel
reforming through the use of plasma94-97. The reforming of hydrocarbons by plasma
catalysis is a relatively new field of reforming technology. A plasma fuel reformer is a
device, which provides ohmic heating to a passing gas stream, by the use of two
electrodes to provide the energy, and usually a magnetic field to focus and direct the
incoming gas stream in to the desired flow pattern. Plasma streams have large energy
densities, are high in kinetic energy and can be in excess of 2000 C in temperature. The
use of plasma allows for high reaction rates due to the elevated temperatures involved.
This in turn allows for reacting chambers utilizing plasma to be smaller in volume than
devices with similar outputs that do not use plasma. However, there is a lot of energy
involved in producing plasma due to the electrical energy required at the electrodes
(voltages in excess of 10kV) and the magnetic field. Plasma-based reformers cannot
reform alone however. Depending on the inputs to the plasma fuel reformer the reforming
can be steam-reforming (steam introduced), autothermal reforming (air introduced) or
pyrolytic (no air or steam present). While these processes on their own produce reformed
gases, the addition of plasma is seen to improve the reactions and efficiency.
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2.4.2.4 Autothermal Reforming
Autothermal reforming is similar in principle to partial oxidation, in that oxygen (usually
from air) is fed in with the fuel to be reformed. However, in autothermal reforming,
steam is also introduced. The heat for the high temperatures required, is generated by the
combustion of some of the fuel (in the presence of air) inside the reformer. In theory
then, the right balance of partial oxidation and steam reforming reactions can be perfectly
heat balanced. A generic reaction path is shown below:
CxHyOz+r*H2 0+S*02 2 >t* H 2 +U*C0 2  AHr= 0
This often results in a simpler design than for a steam reformer, but the yield is reduced
due to the dilution effect of nitrogen in the air. The most well known reformer for
autothermal technologies is the Johnson Matthey HotSpotTM reactor 8 . These are suiTable
for vehicular applications, and there are different versions available for gasoline, methane
or methanol reforming. Autothermal reformers can, to an extent, be run up on different
fuels (such as those just mentioned above) and hence be of greater use than single-species
reactors such as steam reformers.
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3 System Architecture Analysis and Selection Process and
Methods
This Chapter will provide a step by step overview of the generalized techniques and
methods developed and used by the author for System Architecture analysis and selection
under uncertainty. Figure 5 below shows schematically the process steps of the
developed methodology.
Simulation Model
Design Vector
[x I
X2
-x
Objective Vector
F i1
J2
Section 3.4
Risk-Opportunity
Plotting
System Architecture
Selection
Section 3.3-4
Technology
Invasiveness
Utility Function
Based Uncertainty
Assessment
Uncertainty Context
Application
Section 3.2 Section 3.1
Fuzzy Monte Carlo
Pareto Frontier Simulation
Design Domain Simulation
Linked Filtering
Data Reduction
Figure 5. Schematic Overview of SA Analysis and Selection Framework
Similarities with the MDO framework schematically shown in Section 2.1.1 are clear, but
a number of noteworthy differences exist. First of all, the MDO methodology exhibits a
"closed loop" process where simulation continues to iterate through the steps until
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convergence on an optimum solution. While the MDO process may run through many
system simulations, in the end there is only one simulation output: the solution deemed to
be optimal. The methodology used in this body of work seeks to explore the entire
feasible design space and analyze the full set of solutions resulting from a Monte Carlo
simulation. Another difference is that MDO is generally not applied in the early, or
conceptual, stages of design, although recent publications suggest the methodology is
finding a foothold there too. The methodology developed and used in this work is
applied simultaneously to system architecture and system design. The full set of feasible
designs can be divided into several sub-sets, each of which exhibiting a common set of
features (i.e. "architecture"). The instances within each sub-set of design representing a
system architecture are combinations of specific values of the design variables (i.e.
"design"). Similarly, the full solutions set resulting from a Monte Carlo simulation can
be divided into subsets representing solutions tied to a particular system architecture and
the solutions within these subsets represent the individual designs as shown in Chapters 5
and 6.
3.1 System Architecture Modeling and Simulation
Recall from Section 2.1.1 the standard problem definition for multi-objective design
optimization:
Minimize f(x)= (fi(x),f2(x),....fk(X))
Subject to (s.t.) hi(x) = 0; i= 1 top
gj(x):50; j=1to m
"" ower < < P"" with q=lI ton
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With,
X = [xI, X2, ---. , Xn PI, P2, ---,Ps] Design vector
with xl..x. design variables and p..ps design parameters
J= [Ji, J2,..., Jk]
with Jl..Jk = fl(x)..fk(x)
Solution vector
Where k is the number of objective functions, p is the number of equality constraints, and
m is the number of inequality constraints. f(x) is a k-dimensional vector of objective
functions. The design vector x contains n design variables and s design parameters. The
Solution vector J contains k solutions.
The feasible design space, or feasible set S, can be defined as follows:
S= Iyhi(x)= 0;i =[1, p] and g1 (x) 0; j= [1, m] and x'xwer x x' werx;q=[1,n]J (3.1)
Similarly, the attainable solution space, or attainable set T, can be defined as follows:
T =f(xhi(x)=0;i=[1,p] and g1 (x) 0; j=[1,m] and x' q"< xq:x' q";q=1,n]) (3.2)
As discussed in the previous Section, no actual optimization will be performed, but rather
a design space exploration. Given the feasible design space S, it is then important to
select values for design vector x that provide the best possible dispersion of designs
within the feasible design space.
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3.2 Data Reduction
At the heart of this work lies the author's starting assertion that the large majority of
current MDO and MAO practices eliminate far too many designs in the early stages of
the design process. In doing so, many potentially "good" designs, or other
mathematically sub-optimal designs that may have desirable but intangible qualities to
them, may be eliminated from the design process. This becomes more critical as the
application of MDO and MAO migrates further upstream in the design process. For
example, optimization or even trade-off analysis using Pareto Frontiers considers points
that may be far superior to others or merely perform better by a fraction of a percent.
One cannot be sure that Pareto Optimal points are the only desirable solutions given the
increasingly large uncertainties as one moves upstream in the design process.
On the other hand, let us assume that a particular system (architecture) design problem
has n design variables and the designer chooses to select z different values for each of the
design variables in order to fully explore the feasible design space. It follows easily then
that the total number of designs to be evaluated equals Zn.
Obviously, even for relatively small design vectors, the number of designs and solutions
to evaluate will quickly overwhelm the designer. A method of reducing the full set of
designs and solutions while maintaining a reasonable diversity in the feasible design
space is required.
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3.2.1 Fuzzy Pareto Frontier
The predominant concept in defining solutions for multi-objective optimization problems
is that of Pareto Optimality. Section 2.1.2 describes the origin of this concept and its
meaning. Pareto Optimality can be defined mathematically as follows:
Pareto Optimality: J1 dominates J2 strongly if: f < j
J< J, Vi
Weak Pareto Optimality: J' dominates J2 if: J, and j I *
j 1 < j 2 Vi and
J < J, for at least one i
Figure 6 illustrates these two concepts graphically in two dimensions.
Attainable
ts Set T
*0
Pareto
Frontier 
.Weak Pareto
........ ..... Frontier
Objective J1
Figure 6. Sketch illustrating (weak) Pareto optimality
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Now a new concept of Pareto Optimality is introduced, namely that
Optimality. The set of Fuzzy Pareto Optimal solutions includes not
Pareto Optimal solutions, but also all near-Pareto Optimal solution t
distance removed from the non-dominated set. Mathematically, Fuzzy]
is defined as follows:
Fuzzy Pareto Optimality:
J1 dominates J2 if: . +K(Jmx _ ) Jf, and j'
of Fuzzy Pareto
only the weakly
hat are a certain
Pareto Optimality
J2
J!+ K(J,"J -i")<J Vi and
J+ K(j,"u - jin) < j3 for at least one i
Where K represents a user definable value between 0 and 1. If K is selected to equal 0,
then the Pareto Frontier will represent the weak Pareto Optimal set. If K is selected to
equal 1, then the fuzzy Pareto frontier will equal the entire attainable solution set T. For
any other value of K between 0 and 1, the Fuzzy Pareto Optimal set will include all
solutions that are within the K(J"max - jmin) rectangle offset from the (weak) Pareto
frontier.
Graphically, this can be illustrated as shown in Figure 6, where the fuzzy Pareto Optimal
set is contained within the shaded region.
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K(J2,a--J2,mn)
' Fuzzy Pareto
Frontier
4** '---....K(Ja-J1,mn)
Pareto
Frontier
Objective J1
Figure 7. Sketch illustrating Fuzzy Pareto Optimality
No specifications are given at this time as to what represents a "good" value for K.
While the concept of Fuzzy Pareto Optimality has so far only been applied to the case
study presented in the next Chapter, it stands to reason that the value of K depends in part
on the design problem at hand. A general qualitative statement to the value of K can be
made in terms of where in the design process the concept of Fuzzy Pareto Optimality is
applied: Very early in the design process, uncertainty - as defined in Section 1.2.1 - is
greatest and a "large" value of K should be selected. Downstream in the design process,
as more knowledge has been gathered and uncertainty reduced, a "small" value of K can
be used. Guidelines for the rigorous selection of K are given later in this document in
Section 6.1.3.
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3.2.2 Solution Filtering: Linking the Objective and Design Domains
Depending on the value selected for K in obtaining the fuizzy Pareto set, the number of
solutions may still be overwhelming and a method to further reduce the number of
solutions and associated designs is called for. Messac' 05 proposes a smart Pareto filter in
which points on the Pareto frontier are pairs-wise compared and if the distance between
the two is smaller than some preset value, one of the points can be removed. Other
Pareto set reduction methods have been proposed by Cunha" 5, Morse 116, and
Rosenman "7. These methods are variations of cluster analysis where a collection of m
elements are partitioned into n groups of relatively homogeneous elements, where m < n.
For relatively simple and linear (i.e. linear relationship between the design and solution
spaces) design problems these kinds of proximity based filtering schemes may be
acceptable. However, for complex and highly non-linear systems it is quite possible that
very different designs may result in very similar performance. It would be imprudent to
randomly eliminate designs based on clustering in the feasible solution space alone.
Figure 8 illustrates the need to include the design space distribution in the filtering
technique.
Should not be removed
Fuzzy Pareto
Frontier
One of these
can be removed
Design space Solution Space
Figure 8. Illustrating the need for combined design and solution space filtering technique
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In the example shown in Figure 8, again in 2-dimensional space which can readily be
extended to n-dimensional space, Messac's filtering methodology would eliminate 2 out
of the clustered 3 points in the solution space. However, if the distribution of the
associated designs in the design space would be taken into consideration, one could argue
that only one of the points clustered in the solution space can be removed. The rationale
for this is that there is one quite different design that happens to provide a similar
performance compared to the other two designs. The system designer or architect should
strive to retain distinctly different designs for further analysis. A similar argument is
made by Hastings et al.4 when applying a portfolio based methodology to the analysis of
system architectures and sets of designs: retain distinctly different system architectures or
sets of designs as long as possible in the (conceptual) design process as there may be
external influences that are not well understood that may affect the perceived ranking of
these systems or architectures.
Mathematically, the Solution and Design domain linked (S-D domain) filtering technique
is implemented in several steps:
3.2.2.1 Compute the Euclidian matrices in the design and solution
spaces
The Euclidian matrix in both the design and solution space is a NxN matrix containing
the Euclidian distances between the ith and jth point in either the fuzzy Pareto Optimal set
or its associated design space. N equals the number of points retained by the Fuzzy Paret
Filter (depending on K). Mathematically the Euclidian matrix for the design space is
defined as follows:
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2 (X-X) 2 (X-X) 2)4"= 1+...+(3)
(XI,maX -XI,min)) (X2,max - X2,iin) (nmx - (x3in
with 0 5 Ex(ij) 5 n1 2
Where the index i and j can take values from 1 up to the size of the fuzzy Pareto Optimal
set.
The Euclidian distances between points are normalized in each dimension of the design
space. This matrix is symmetrical with the diagonal consisting of zeros. For reduced
computational expense one may choose to compute only one half of the matrix.
Similarly, the Euclidian matrix in the solution space can be defined and computed:
J, -J,)J2 - 221 (Jk, -. J,) 2
E.= + 2+...+ (3.4)
(JI,max J,min)) (J 2 ,m.x J 2 ,min)) (Jk,ax .Jkmin)
with 0:5 E(ij)5 n1 /2
3.2.2.2 Define the filtering rules
Next, a set of filtering rules needs to be defined to implement the filtering technique.
First of all, the level of clustering of points in both the design and solution space needs to
be quantified. Since we have already computed the Euclidian matrices, all that is
required are two scalar values representing the distance threshold below which two or
more points are considered clustered in either the design or solution space.
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Any two points in the solution space are considered clustered if:
Ej(ij) 8 with 6 = [0, rk-] (3.5)
Any two points in the design space are considered clustered if:
with e = [0, r ] (3.6)
Before the filtering rules can be defined, a few more special points need to be defined:
The first is the Utopia point. The Utopia point is obtained by minimizing each objective
function without regard for other objective functions. Each minimization yields a
solution, and the combined set of these minima constitutes the Utopia point which can be
written as:
J0= (Jimin9, J2,min,--, Jmmin)
This point is not actually achievable given the constraints of the problem.
The distance from any solution J to the Utopian point JO is defined as:
D =IV.JOII = i- 2
(3.7)
(3.8)
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Each of the objective functions will exhibit a minimum value in the solution space. Each
point in the solution space containing a minimum objective value is called an anchor
point. Unless one particular point in the solution space contains more than one minimum
objective value, there will be as many anchor points as there are objective functions.
Jachor: = (JI,9J2 ,-...,Jk), m=[1,k] (3.9)
where at least one of (JI, J2..., J) is a minimum
With Equations (3.3) through (3.9) one can now define a set of filtering rules that
together constitute the S-D domain filtering algorithm:
1. IF Ej(ij):5 8
2. AND Ex(ij):5 S
3. THEN Eliminate the Jtbpoint
4. UNLESS Dj < Di
5. OR Jj = Janchor
6. THEN Eliminate the ith point
In words: if two points i and j are clustered both in the solution and design space
eliminate the jh point unless the jth point is closer to the Utopia point than the ith point or
the jtb point is an anchor point, in which case one should eliminate the ihpoint.
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Solution Space Euclidian < 6 Solution Space Euclidian > 6
Design Points clustered in both the solution Points clustered in the design space
Space and design space + eliminate one of but not in the solution spaceSpae these points subject to elimination Probably a rare occurrence that
E rules similar designs have diverging
Common occurrence solutions (unstable designs?)
Points clustered in the solution
Design space, but not in the design space No clustering in either the solution or
Space Potential source of additional "good" design space
Euclidian designs, not normally considered Common occurrence
> E Occurrence may depend on system
complexity (non-linearity)
Table 2. S-D domain filtering matrix
Table 2 shows an overview of the different filtering combinations using 8 and Z as
qualifiers. The top left and right lower quadrants are the most common occurrences
where two points i and j are either clustered in both the solution and design space or not
clustered in either space. The upper right corner represents similar designs that exhibit
distinctly different solutions. These could be unsTable designs and are very sensitive to
small changes in the design. While this class of designs is not of interest in this work,
they could represent an interesting study as these are designs that one would no doubt
wish to avoid if one could. The lower left quadrant (red box) is of interest in this study.
It is particularly this class of designs that may be a source of additional "good" or at least
interesting designs, i.e. those where distinctly different designs result in similar
performance.
With the Fuzzy Pareto Optimal concept and S-D domain filtering technique combined,
the system architect or designer now has a set of "levers" (K, 6, and &) at his or her
disposal to efficiently reduce a potentially very large set of solutions and associated
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designs while preserving important information both in the solution and design space.
The challenge is now to find appropriate values for K, 8, and 8 that will result in the
highest level of data reduction while maintaining a reasonably diverse set ofdesigns.
3.2.3 Design Diversity
To address the final statement of the previous Section, a Design Diversity metric has
been developed to aid the system architect or designer in determining appropriate values
for K, 8, and s. The Design Diversity metric proposed in this work consists of three
parameters:
1. Design space envelope
2. Number of designs contained in the design space envelope
3. The dispersion of the designs within the design space envelope
The design space envelope is mathematically defined as:
EDs = 2 (Xi,n.x,fihtered - Xi,min~fiered) (3.10)
i=1I (imax - Xi,min)
One can envision that the design space envelope is largest for the feasible design space S.
As one goes through the data reduction techniques described earlier, it can also be
envisioned that the filtered maxima and minima in Equation (3.10) are replaced with
smaller maxima and larger minima, resulting in a smaller design space envelope. In the
extreme, with K = 0 and relatively large values for 8 and e, only a few points would be
left in the solution space and the design space envelope would be of reduced size.
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The number of designs contained in the design space, SDS, envelope is straightforward.
However, since this number can change by many orders of magnitude, depending on
Pareto frontier fuzziness and S-D domain filtering strength, the number of designs is
raised to the power of 0:
SDS (3.11)
Finally, the dispersion of the designs within the design space can be represented by the
average distance between all points in the design space:
s Ex(ij)
i=1 j=i+1 (3.12)
Y2SDS(SDs -)
Equation (3.12) is a summation over one half of the symmetric design space Euclidian
matrix, not including the diagonal, divided by the number of points being summed up.
The Design Diversity metric is then constructed by dividing the design space envelop by
the number of designs to the power 0,, essentially providing a measure of concentration,
and multiplying with the average distance between all points in the design space:
[(Xi,max,fdtered 
-Xi,minfltered) SDSEI SD 
,
Design Diversity- (xi,.x - xi,mn) J (i1j=i )
sDs XSDS (SDS -)
The use of the design diversity metric in selecting appropriate values for K,
explained by example in Section 6.1.2.
(3.13)
8, and . are
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3.3 Technology Invasiveness
It should be noted here that the techniques presented so far in this Chapter act on system
designs, whether they are part of one system architecture or multiple system
architectures, and can thus generally be used whenever MDO or MAO are used. The
concept of Technology Invasiveness that will be introduced in this Section however is a
system architecture metric and can therefore only be used effectively when multiple
architectures are under investigation.
Technology insertion into existing systems can come in many forms. For instance, a new
material for a automobile driveshaft, or a new type of emissions control system for an
automobile, or replacing a conventional internal combustion engine with a hybrid drive
system on an automobile or replacing automobiles altogether with entirely new personal
transport ground vehicles or totally new personal transport airplanes. These are all
technology insertion problems resulting in profoundly different system level impact. It is
important to note that this impact moves well beyond the purely technical into the
organizational domain. Entirely new working relationships may have to be established
between people, engineering teams, organizations, even corporations. While the full
analysis of the impact of these changes goes beyond the scope of this work, an attempt is
made to at least approximate the uncertainty of the system level impact due to technology
insertion.
The Design Structure Matrix (DSM) was chosen as the tool to develop the Technology
Invasiveness metric. The DSM provides a compact and clear representation of a complex
system and a capture method for the interactions/interdependencies/interfaces between
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system elements (i.e. sub-systems and modules). A DSM can represent many different
types of system interactions as shown in the Table below' .
DSM Data Representation Application Analysis
Types Method
Component- Multi-component System architecting, Clustering
based relationships engineering and design
Multi-team interface Organizational design,Team-based characteristics interface management, team Clustering
integration
Activity- Activity input/output sequecincycletiety Sequencing &
based relationships sequencing, cycle time Partitioning
Leuowne atvt
Parameter- parameter decision points Low level activity Sequencing &
based and necessary precedents sequencing and process Partitioning
construction
Table 3. Four different types of data that can be represented in a DSM
A component-based DSM documents interactions between elements in a complex system
architecture and will be used in this work. Different types of interactions can be
displayed in the DSM as shown in the following Table 06:
Spatial needs for adjacency or orientation between two elements
Energy needs for energy transfer/exchange between two elements
Information needs for data or signal exchange between two elements
Material needs for material exchange between two elements
Table 4. Types of interactions represented in the component DSM
The example component DSM shown on this page was drawn from Pimmler and
Eppinger'0 7 and details an automobile climate control system.
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A B C D E F G H I J K L N MIO P
Radiator A A X
Engine fan B X B
Heater Core C C X
Heater Hoses D D
Condenser E X E X X
Compressor F X F X X
Evaporator Case G G X
Evaporator Core H X X H X X
Accumulator I X X I
Controls J J
Air Controls K K
Sensors L L
Distribution M M
Actuators N N
Blower Controls 0 O X
Blower Motor P X X X X P
Figure 9. Component DSM of an automobile climate control system
The above DSM was rearranged such that the following module structure was apparent.
D J K L M N A B E F I H C P O G
Radiator D D
Engine fan J J
Heater Core K K
Heater Hoses L L
Condenser M M
Comnressor N N
Evaporator Case A
Evaporator Core
Acumulator IE
Refr. Controls F
Air Controls I I_
Comm. Distr. C
Actuators P I I
Blower Controls 0~ 1
Figure 10. Rearranged component DSM showing module clustering
This representation of a system is very useful in elucidating the impact that the insertion
of new technology could have on the structure of the system. From this altered design
structure one could then also infer the potential impact on the design process and
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interactions between people and organizations involved in the design process. Pimmler
and Eppinger'07 treat all four interactions listed in Table 4 in a lumped sum manner,
marking the appropriate square in the matrix with an "X" if any (or multiple) of the 4
interactions occur. In this work, the 4 interactions will be treated separately. Each square
in the matrix will consist of 4 quadrants, each of which will be linked to a specific type of
interaction (as listed in Table 4) and marked appropriately.
Based on the DSM example described above, the Technology Invasiveness metric can be
computed in several steps:
3.3.1 The baseline system component DSM
The first step in the process is to develop a full component DSM of the baseline system
into which a new technology will be inserted. Following the guidelines prescribed by
Pimmler and Eppinger'07 and summarized in the prior Section, with the caveat of
retaining the interaction type information discussed in the previous Section, one can
arrive at a rearranged DSM representing component interactions as well as sub-system
clustering.
3.3.2 Modified DSM showing technology insertion changes only
The next step is to take a copy of the baseline DSM and clear all squares. Then, for each
envisioned system architecture resulting from technology insertion into the baseline
system, mark the changes from the baseline DSM only into the appropriate squares of the
empty DSM. In addition to retaining the specific interaction information from Table 4 in
the component DSM, the diagonal will also be used to introduce three new types of
events:
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1. Addition of a new component.
2. Elimination of a component.
3. Redesign of a component.
These events are marked on the diagonal of the DSM matrix, either through unique marks
or color coding.
At the end of this step, one should have a set of modified component DSM's equaling the
number of system architectures of interest. Each modified component DSM shows the
following changes:
1. Change in the orientation between components
a. Residing in the same module cluster
b. Residing in different module clusters
2. Change in energy flow between components
3. Change in material (mass) flow between components
4. Change in information (control) flow between components
5. Change in design of a component (marked on the diagonal)
6. Addition of a component (marked on the diagonal)
7. Elimination of a component (marked on the diagonal)
It is important to note that the change in orientation between components can take one of
two distinctly different forms: either the change is between two components that reside
within the same module cluster or the change can be between components that each
reside in a different module cluster. The impact on the system and especially the
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processes and people/organizations around the design of the system can be significant. If
the change falls within a module cluster, then arguably the design team and its
relationships are already established and can manage the change within the team. If the
change falls between module clusters, two different design teams/organizations may be
involved that may or may not have established means of interaction. It is far more likely
that additional design process complexity, and thus uncertainty, is introduced in this case,
compared to changes within a module cluster.
3.3.3 Weighted sum Technology Invasiveness metric
The final step in the process is a weighted sum approach. One counts the occurrences of
each of the 8 changes listed in the previous Section and multiplies each total with a
weight factor. Summing up these individual products leads to a scalar value representing
a level of Technology Invasiveness.
Technology Invasiveness = TI~ w,2D ..(3.14)
Where I D, represents the summation of occurrences of each of the 8 DSM interaction
changes and wi represents the weight associated with each of the DSM changes. One
could argue that the relationship between the number of changes and the introduced
complexity (and uncertainty) is not linear as is suggested by Equation (3.14). It is not
unlikely that the level of design process complexity rises polynomially with the number
of changes in the component DSM. This can be represented mathematically as follows:
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Technology Invasiveness = TI w( Di ..(3.14)
where > 1
For the purposes of this work however, it is assumed that T = 1.
3.4 Risk and Opportunity
The final step of the system architecture analysis and selection methodology seeks to
aggregate the diverse set of designs for each architecture (developed in Sections 3.1 and
3.2) along with the Technology Invasiveness (Section 3.3) associated with each
architecture into a measure of risk and opportunity, which can be plotted in a manner
familiar to decision makers in many fields: the Risk-Return or Risk-Opportunity plot.
Risk and opportunity are two sides of the same coin: uncertainty. While many methods
that seek to deal with uncertainty focus on risk reduction or risk management, a more
appropriate endeavor should be to seek out be most appropriate balance between risk and
opportunity since one generally cannot have one without the other.
The method of aggregation proposed in this Section also allows for the inclusion of
external factors of uncertainty.
The method presented here is inspired in large part by the work by Browning et al.54
They introduced the concept of Technical Performance Measures (such as range, payload
and weight for aircraft). Utilizing the probability distribution in the technical
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performance measures and utility curves for each technology performance measure, they
computed a risk of non-performance for each dimension of system performance and then
aggregated these individual risk measures into an overall product or system performance
risk through a weighted sum approach. Their approach has been extended and
supplemented and is introduced here.
3.4.1 Technical performance distribution
Browning's 54 work utilizes a triangular probability distribution function composed at the
three corners of a "worst case performance", "best case performance", and "nominal
expected performance". The method introduced here will rely on the distribution, by
system architecture, for each performance measure (objective) acquired as a result of the
techniques discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. This work deemphasizes the technical part
of technical performance measure since cost is a significant objective under
consideration and strictly speaking cost is not considered a technical performance
measure. The technical performance distributions will be normalized via a histogram
routine, assuring that the sum of all occurrences will be equal to one.
3.4.2 Performance measure utility curve
Figure 11 shows a generic utility curve constructed for a Larger Is Better (LIB)
performance measure. 5 points (pmi, ui) are used to construct the curve in this case, but
more or fewer points can be used. Regardless of the number of points used however, the
minimum utility should equal zero and the maximum utility should equal one. The
performance target generally represents a required measure of performance to meet
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certain specified customer desires. If this target would be a "hard" target (such as for
instance a regulatory requirement) then the utility below this target would drop to zero.
For "soft" targets, such as represented in Figure 11, there can still be value in the product
or system even if the objective is not met.
Performance
Target
U5
u4
u3
u2
U1
pml pm2 pm3 pm4 pm5
Performance Measure
Figure 11. Generic Utility Curve
The impact of failing to achieve the target performance level is a function of the gap
between the utility of the target performance and the performance of a particular
outcome:
Ipm= (UPM(Tpm)-Upm(i)) (3.15)
Where Tm is the target value of the particular performance measure and Upm is the Utility
of the performance measure. What makes the use of these utility curves attractive is
flexibility of their construction. The extemal factors of uncertainty of interest can be
directly reflected in the utility curves. One can imagine constructing a series of potential
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future scenarios in which the system of interest will be operated. For each of these
scenarios one can then construct appropriate utility curves. See Section 6.3.3 and
Appendix 10.10 for implementation examples.
3.4.3 Risk and Opportunity
The risk in a particular dimension of system performance is the sum of the products of
the performance measure distribution and impact for each unaccepTable outcome. For
the Larger Is Better (LIB) case this can be written as:
Rpm- ;(pM,(Upm(Tpm) - Upm(pmi)))
and for the Smaller Is Better (SIB) case:
Rpm -(pm(U,(T,.)- U,.pmi)))
V pm1 < Tpm
V pm, > Tpm
In a similar fashion, performance opportunity can be defined. While performance risk, as
defined here, only occurs if the actual performance falls below the target performance,
opportunity is present over the entire performance distribution unless the utility at a given
performance level equals zero. Opportunity then is a function of the sum-product of the
performance distribution and associated utility values:
Opm~ U,.(T,.)lX(jm, U,. (m,)) (3.18)
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Multiplying the sum product by the utility of the target performance assures that a
reasonable target level will be selected. This ensures a faithful representation of the
tension between risk and opportunity: set a high target and opportunity will be high, as
will risk. Set the target low and risk will be low, but so will opportunity.
The risk and opportunity values computed with'
be aggregated via a weighted sum method.
Technology Invasiveness metric is introduced
Equation:
Equations (3.16) through (3.18) can now
At this stage the previously described
into the overall system architecture risk
m
RsA=TI sAYwi R,,
i=1
(3.19)
Similarly, the opportunity associated with a particular system architecture can be defined:
m
OSA =EWjOpm,i
i=1
(3.20)
3.4.4 Risk versus opportunity plotting and architecture selection
One can now develop a series of future scenarios that could impact the sources of
uncertainty listed in Section 1.2.1 and for each potential future scenario one could modify
the utility curves to fit the scenario. For example, if the cost of a particular resource (e.g.
fuel for transportation related systems) would go up then the utility for fuel saving
performance would increase. Another example if regulations affecting a particular
objective would be implemented or increased, then the target value for certain system
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performance objectives may change, and so on. For each of the envisioned future
scenarios one can compute a system architecture risk and opportunity value. Plotting
these values in a Risk-Opportunity plot will graphically show the relative positioning of
the different system architectures under investigations.
The current state in MAO in terms of system architecture or concept selection generally
deals with a weighted sum optimum op Pareto Optimal set for multiple architectures in a
purely technical performance domain (although in some case economics in terms of cost
seems to be considered as well). The selection of a particular system architecture on
purely technical grounds may be adequate, but it is likely that excellent technical
performance alone does not guarantee a successful system in operation. de Weck and de
Neufville30 showed in their analysis of satellite configurations that indeed technical
performance alone is not a recipe for success.
The methodology presented in this Chapter, culminating in a Risk-Opportunity (R-O)
plot showing R-O distributions for multiple architectures, adds considerable value by
elucidating the robustness of the various system architectures to various external and non-
technical sources of uncertainty.
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4 Case Study: Hydrogen Enhanced Combustion
Increased tension in the Middle East and resulting oil market uncertainty is driving
transportation fuel prices to new highs. The transportation sector accounts for
approximately two thirds of the oil consumed in the United States, and cars and light-
duty vehicles account for a major portion of oil consumption within the transportation
sector. There is also mounting evidence that the transportation sector (particularly
airplanes) is a significant contributor to the global climate changes witnessed over the last
few decades. Both these issues underscore the need for increased urgency in developing
automotive technologies to reduce oil consumption. Improvements in the average
efficiency of cars and light-duty vehicles can significantly reduce U.S. oil consumption
and the resulting dependence on foreign oil sources. Moreover, greenhouse gas
emissions from mobile sources would also decrease. At the same time, however, fuel
economy improvements must not come at the expense of human health effects. For
example, the European initiative to promote the use of diesel engines significantly
increases fleet emissions of particulate matter and smog causing NOx.
In order for a new technology to have a significant impact on either fuel consumption or
greenhouse gas emissions, it must be of sufficient economic attractiveness to assure
widespread adoption. With more than 200 million vehicles on the road in the US alone,
even 100% adoption of a technology embodied in new vehicles would take almost a
decade to show its full impact. Over the last several years, U.S. government support for
new automotive technologies has emphasized the development of fuel cell vehicles. Fuel
cell vehicles can provide substantial improvements in efficiency and reduced emissions.
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However, fuel cell vehicle technology and infrastructure requirements severely limit the
prospects for widespread implementation of economically competitive vehicles in the
foreseeable future. The U.S. passenger car fleet is largely powered by relatively low tech
gasoline engines - hard to beat for their low cost and capability to comply with the
strictest exhaust emissions standards in the world.
A new approach that is far better suited to significantly reduce national fuel consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions, and do so in an economically attractive manner, is the
hydrogen-enhanced internal combustion engine (HECE) enabled by an onboard plasma
fuel reforming technology. An on-board fuel reforing technology has been developed
that has the potential to be light weight, fast response, efficient and durable. Inserting
this technology into an existing spark ignited internal combustion engine represents the
first economically viable hydrogen-based automotive technology, building a bridge to a
future hydrogen-based transportation industry.
In the plasma fuel reformer, air is metered into a plasma generator located upstream of a
combustor. High voltage is applied to the air stream, forming high-temperature plasma.
This high-temperature plasma torch flows into the combustor, initiating vigorous
combustion of a rich fuel-air mixture. Within the plasma fuel reformer, partial oxidation
reactions occur in the high-temperature gas phase created by the plasma, obviating the
need for a reforming catalyst. The plasma fuel reformer lights off instantly, because the
gas phase partial oxidation reactions essentially go to completion immediately, even
during combustor heat up. Thus, the plasma fuel reformer offers the advantages of fast
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light-off and excellent transient response, and eliminates catalyst durability issues
associated with conventional partial-oxidation fuel reformers.
The significant question for the system designer now becomes: how to best integrate this
new technology with the existing internal combustion engine. What, if any, are the
possible architectures that could be implemented and which one should be selected for
system development?
4.1 Conventional System Primary Constraints
Conventional spark ignited engines are constrained for various reasons to operate at a
level that is neither the most efficient nor the best from an engine out toxic emissions
perspective. Equation (4.1), representing the indicated efficiency for the ideal fuel-air
cycle, shows high compression ratio, cr, and high levels of excess air lead to the highest
possible efficiency.
1(4.1)
Where cr is the engine compression ratio and y is the ratio of specific heats for the
cylinder charge.
Conventional spark ignited engines however suffer from a phenomenon called engine
knock if and when the cylinder pressure and temperatures become too high, one cause of
which is when the compression ratio of the engine is too high. Engine knock is caused by
the unintended auto-ignition of the end gases during combustion. For this reason, most
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modem gasoline engines operate wit a compression ratio between 10 and 11 depending
on combustion chamber design, presence of active knock control measures, and type of
fuel specified. Diesel engines do not suffer from engine knock due to a fundamentally
different combustion process and as a result can operate at a much higher compression
ratio, a partial reason for the much higher fuel efficiency of modem diesel engines
compared to gasoline engines.
Secondly gasoline engines, again due to the nature of their combustion process, must
operate in a fairly narrow window of air to fuel ratio by weight (about 12 - 20) for
combustion to proceed properly. Within this window however, engine out emissions for
regulated constituents (HC, CO, NO) can vary dramatically. Regardless of which air to
fuel ratio one would select to operate at, engine out emissions would readily exceed
regulated levels and thus some form of post combustion emissions control must be
applied. The only cost effective technology available for this purpose is the so-called
three-way catalytic converter (so called since it can simultaneously oxidize HC and CO
and reduce NO. into harmless constituents C02, H20, and N2). The only air to fuel ratio
where the three-way catalytic converter functions properly is at stoichiometry.
Stoichiometry is the air to fuel ratio where exactly enough air is supplied to oxidize all of
the fuel, no more, no less. For normal gasoline this represents an air to fuel ratio of
approximately 14.6. This point is also known as lambda 1 or equivalence ratio 1
operation, where lambda is the ratio of actual air to fuel ratio divided by stoichiometric
air to fuel ratio (i.e. X > 1 with excess air) and the equivalence ratio p is the inverse of
lambda. Figure 12 shows graphically the constraints for modem gasoline engines and
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how these constraints are shifted with the addition of hydrogen rich gas from an on-board 
fuel reformer. 
New Knock Lim 
Lean Limit Lean Limit 
Figure 12. Shifting of combustion constraints with hydrogen-rich gas 
The left side of Figure 12 shows the current constraints for a modem gasoline engine. 
The right side shows how these constraints are shifted. The result of the shifting in the 
constraints is that new operating regimes are possible for a hydrogen enhanced 
combustion engine. 
4.2 Emerging System Architectures 
Many possible new system architectures emerge due to the shifting constraints and new 
possible operating regimes. A full enumeration of possible system architectures is shown 
in Appendix 10.1. Many of the possible architectures are not desirable however, either 
for obviously poor performance reasons, obvious high cost, or other obvious reasons. 
Appendix 10.1 shows the successive elimination of all but a few of the possible 
architectures through expert analysis. Six possible architectures remain that could be 
feasible and viable and require further analysis. They are listed in Table 5 below. 
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Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5 Option 6
Naturally Naturally Boosted Boosted Boosted Boosted
aspirated aspirated
Normal Normal Higher Higher Higher Higher
compression compression compression compression compression compression
ratio ratio ratio ratio ratio ratio
Ai uin EGR EGR EGRAir dilution Air dilution dlto Air dilution diuodilution dilution dilution
Normal size Normal size Normal size Normal size Downsized Downsized
Table 5. HECE System Architecture Options
The remainder of this Chapter describes the various elements of the system model that
was developed to computationally analyze these architectures for performance as well as
their robustness to operating, market, political, and economic conditions that may exist 5-
10 years into the future.
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4.3 System Model Description
Recall from Chapter 3 the System Analysis and Selection Framework.
Simulation Model
Design Vector
X -
X2 -
Xn
Objective Vector
[J,
J2
LJz J
Section 3.4
Risk-Opportuniy
Ploting
System Architecture
Selection
Section 3.3-4
Technology
Invasiveness
Utility Function
Based Uncertainty
Assessment
Uncertainty Context
Application
Section 3.2 Section 3.1
Fuzzy Monte Carlo
Pareto Frontier Simulation
Design Domain Simulation
Linked Filtering
Data Reduction
Figure 5: Schematic overview of SA Analysis and Selection Framework
4.3.1 Plasma fuel reformer model
This Section will provide an overview of the plasma fuel reformer model and describe
key simplifications and assumptions made that were necessitated by a lack of
performance data. These assumptions are important drivers for sub-system and product
performance specifications.
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4.3.1.1 Calculation of Plasma fuel reformer output mass flow rates
The relation between reactants and products for the Plasma fuel reformer can be
represented in a simplified manner with the following one-step chemical reaction:
CnHm+a(% a 2 +3.773N2)->bC +cCo +dco2+eH2+fH,2o +gC H4+hC2H2+iN2  (4.2)
For O/C > 1:
Carbon balance:
Oxygen balance:
Hydrogen balance:
Nitrogen balance:
n=b +c + d+g+2h
2a(O/C) = c + 2d + f
m = 2e + 2f+ 4g + 2h
2a(O/C)3.773 = 2i
With the following assumptions, the unknowns a through i can be calculated:
Gasoline fuel is used (i.e. assume average fuel molecule: C7H 4)
Stoichiometric Partial Oxidation (0 /c = 1) requirement
Soot formation is negligible
Excess oxygen will oxidize CO and H2 evenly
HC's are at around 4% at 0 /c =1 dropping to zero at 0 /c - 1.3
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Methane is roughly two times higher than other hydrocarbons combined (from data)
While the assumption for soot formation is not justified with the current plasma fuel
reformer design operating near an O/c ratio of 1, the design targets require the practical
elimination of soot. Given that the current formation of soot is primarily driven by mal-
distributions of fuel and air in the plasma fuel reformer reaction chamber, it seems
reasonable to expect soot production to drop significantly once these problems have been
solved. In order to compare the potential performance of a system including the Plasma
fuel reformer, it is necessary to assume the device will work as specified. A sensitivity
analysis later in the modeling process can assist in determining the impact of the design
specifications on system performance and provide a valuable link back to the product
development process. The assumption that CO and H2 are oxidized at similar rates
cannot be verified from actual data since water content of the Plasma fuel reformer output
flow is currently not measured. More detailed chemical modeling however suggests this
is a reasonable assumption. The final two assumptions listed above pertain to data
obtained from an operating plasma fuel reformer where at an O/c ratio near 1, around 4%
hydrocarbons remain in the plasma fuel reformer output flow, the bulk of which is
methane (in a ratio of about 2 to 1). This percentage seems to drop to near zero at an O/c
ratio of-1.3. Rather than choose a specific value for g and f, I will use a variable X = g =
2h that can be adjusted in the model to represent future Plasma fuel reformers that may
produce lower levels of hydrocarbons. I will also multiply x with a factor (1-0.7692* O/c)
which ensures that hydrocarbons will go from a positive value at O/c = 1 to zero at O/C =
1.3. This is simply a measure to eliminate the necessity to recalculate the parameters of
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the chemical Equation every time a better Plasma fuel reformer comes around. The
previous paragraph highlights another feature of system architecture modeling and
simulation: Due to the lack of information of the eventual performance of the plasma
fuel reformer, certain assumptions have to be made as to how it might perform. These
assumptions become de facto performance requirements and a sensitivity analysis may
reveal how and where to spend development and test dollars to gain the most valuable
knowledge first.
As a result of the above assumptions:
n= 7, m= 14, b= 0, a = 3.5, d = f, g = 2h = X(1-0.7692*O/C)
Then, for O/c = [1,1.3]:
Carbon balance: 7= c + d +2(1-0.7692* 0 /c)X
Oxygen balance:
Hydrogen balance:
Nitrogen balance:
7(0/c)= c + 3d
7= e + d + 2.5(1-0.7692* 0/c)X
7( 0 /c)3.773= 2i
From the oxygen balance:
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c = 7(0 /c) - 3d
Substituting into the carbon balance gives:
d = f= 3.5(0 /c - 1) + (1-0.7692* 0/c) X
Substituting d back into the oxygen balance:
c = 3.5(3 - O/c) - 3(1-0.7692* O/c) X
Substituting d into the hydrogen balance:
e = 3.5(3 - 0/c) - 3.5(1-0.7692* O/c) X
From the solutions for a through i in the one-step chemical reaction above, and given a
mass flow rate of fuel into the Plasma fuel reformer, all of the product mass flow rates
can be calculated as follows:
-u2 mwH2,1 *(3.5(3 -O/C) 3.5x(1 -0.76920C*cH4
= mwCo * (3.5(3-/,)-3Z(l1- 0.769204))*C7H4
MwC7H14
fco2= mwco2*(3.5(o/ C -)+ Z(l-0.76920/))*rnC7HI4
MWC7H4
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
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M1H2O mw1 0 *(3.5(/ -1)+ X(1 -0.7692/,))*fmC7H14
MWC7H14
MN2 MWN2 *3.5*3.773(O/,)* 1C7HI4
MWC7HI4
f CH4 - MWCH4 *Z(l 0.7692//C)*YhC7HI4
MWC7H14
rhfC2H 2 - MWC2H2 * 0.5 * ;(1 - 0.76929/C)*trhC7HI4
MWC7H14
The plasma fuel reformer input mass airflow rate can be calculated as follows:
uir =h A02 + rN2
rn02 _ MW02 *3.5(O/C)* hC7HI4
MWC7H14
rnN2 _ MWN2 *.773 C)* C7HI4
MWC7HI4
rhair mW7024*3.54 /)*+ MWN2 *3.5*3.773(%]*hC)] 14ImW7H4mwN2* 7H ** IC71
Rudy Smaling
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
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Figure 13 shows the resulting (molar) concentrations for 0 /c ratio ranging from 1 to 3.
The interval was extended to an O/C ratio of 3 by setting the value for x to zero for O/C
ratio > 1.3. The leveling off in H2 and CO below and 0 /c of 1.3 and the simultaneous
increase in CH2, C2H2, and CO 2 are a direct result of the factor x introduced to reflect
"real" reformer operation.
4.3.1.2 Calculation of Plasma fuel reformer efficiency
Plasma fuel reformer chemical efficiency can be defined as the ratio of output and input
chemical energy:
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, = Eo E
Where Ein and E0., are defined as follows:
En= QLHV _C7H14 *nC7HI4
Eow= QLHV_H2 *flH2 + QLHvCO *IhCo + QLHV_CH4 +CH4+QLHVC2H2 *nC H2
(4.14)
(4.15)
(4.16)
With the mass flow rates for H2, CO, CH4, and C2H2 as defined in Section 4.3.1.1 and
substituting values for the molecular weights and lower heating values of all the species:
Et= (56.0118 -18.6706* /-42.6961* + 2.0769*z*/,)*IhC7H14
and E.= 4 3 * C7H14
(417
(4.18)
The plasma fuel reformer chemical efficiency can then be stated as:
7ch = 1.3026 - 0.4342 * % -0.0627* X+0.0483* * /, (4.19)
Substituting values for X of 2.5, the value used for generating Figure 13 and
commensurate with the current generation Plasma fuel reformer, or 0, depending on the
O/c ratio, reduces the Plasma fuel reformer chemical efficiency to:
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1.1458 ~0.3134* 
0
1. 145 8 -0.3134
1.3026 -0.4342*OC'
S= [1,1.3]
C =[1.3,3]
Figure 14 shows plasma fuel reformer efficiency as a function of input oxygen to carbon
ratio. The discontinuity at an O/c ratio of 1.3 is due to the mathematical construct created
to account for the presence of light hydrocarbons in the product stream. The plasma fuel
reformer out chemical energy drops to zero for an O/c of 3, which represents the
stoichiometric air fuel ratio for this fuel. Plasma fuel reformer efficiency therefore will
also reduce to zero for O/c = 3.
1.1 1.2 1.3
Plasmabon Input O/C Ratio
1.4 1.5
Figure 14. Plasma fuel reformer Chemical Efficiency
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4.3.1.3 Plasma fuel reformer product gas temperature
Calculating the temperature of the plasma fuel reformer product stream is of interest due
to the impact it may have on engine efficiency and NO. emissions. On the positive side,
adding high temperature plasma fuel reformer product gas to the bulk air stream entering
the engine will reduce pumping losses due to the decrease in density of the overall
mixture. Another benefit, not quantified in this work, is that higher engine inlet charge
temperatures will lead to higher flame temperature and speed. On the negative side
however, peak engine power output will be reduced (if the plasma fuel reformer is
operated at that load point) and engine out NOx emissions will increase. The adiabatic
plasma fuel reformer product temperature TRFG can be defined as:
TRFG E in- Eout +Tog , XjE (H2,CO,C02,H 20,CH4,C2H2,N2) (4.21)
(Cp * M,)
The c, values are a function of temperature99. In the computational model a lookup Table
of temperature versus c, (and similarly for c, and the ratio of specific heats y). Figure 15
shows plasma fuel reformer adiabatic product gas temperature as a function of O/C ratio.
The strong relation between O/C ratio and adiabatic gas temperature may hold clues for
potential control strategies.
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Figure 15. Plasma fuel reformer adiabatic product gas temperature (degrees C)
4.3.1.4 Calculation of Plasma fuel reformer inlet fuel flow
Heywood'01 states the engine energy balance for a conventional SI engine as follows:
Pb +$0,, + $Q,,+ He + th he,s = ilf QLHV
Eliminating items currently not of interest, this can be rewritten as:
Pb.
fb
(4.22)
(4.23)
Where Pb is engine brake power and tilf,b represents the engine brake thermal efficiency.
jhf represents overall fuel mass flow rate from the fuel tank and QLHv the corresponding
lower heating value.
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When introducing a plasma fuel reformer to the engine, a number of items need to be
added or changed in the above Equation. First of all, the input fuel to the engine no
longer exists of just liquid gasoline, but is a combination of liquid gasoline and plasma
fuel reformer product gas containing energy in the form of hydrogen, carbon monoxide,
and small hydrocarbons (the latter represented by methane and acetylene). The plasma
fuel reformer fuel flow is defined with a reformer fuel fraction, R,, which is the fraction
of the total fuel flowing from the fuel tank that will pass through the plasma fuel
reformer. The fuel flowing directly from the fuel tank to the engine is referred to as the
primary fuel.
(4.24)-l-= QW + thPU QHVC7Hl14 i (H2,CO,CH4,C2 H2)
7f,b =
Where mpim is the primary fuel flow.
Third, with the plasma fuel reformer chemical efficiency as derived in Section 4.3.1.2:
1.1458-0.3134*OC'
1.3026 -0.4342* %/C'
0/,=1,1.3]
/= [1.3,3]
and with:
(4.25)i & Q uv.,) = y7?chPF LHV _CnHm
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and:
(l- RP)
nPRIM -mPF
Equation (4.24) becomes:
-- = qchnPFQLHV _C7H147lf,b
1-R).P
+ mPFQLHV _C7 H14
Where thpF represents the plasma fuel reformer inlet fuel mass flow rate.
Brake engine power can be defined as' 01:
BMEPx VDx N
Pb = 2x1000
(4.27)
(4.28)
Where BMEP is Brake Mean Effective Pressure in kilopascals, VD represents engine
displacement in liters, and N represents engine speed in rotations per second.
Inserting (4.28) into (4.27) gives:
BMEP*VDN* 
= 7chtPFQLHV C7H 14( 1) P PFQLHVC7H14 (4.29)
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Rearranging and inserting correct values for the mw. and QLHV_x and limiting the O/C
range to [1,1.3] (i.e. X=2.5), the above Equation reduces to:
(4.30)
.pF = BMEP.VD-N
86000qfb( ' +1.1458-0.3134(O))
4.3.2 Engine friction model
Wu and RosslUo define 3 components of Friction Mean Effective Pressure (FMEP):
The first part is a load dependent rubbing friction component relative to wide-open
throttle (WOT):
(4.31)FMEPA = P-6.89( b- +0.088re +0.182r-33o-.239s,)
Pa.b )
Where pa and pi are the ambient and intake charge pressures respectively, r, is the
compression ratio, and S, represents piston speed.
The second part is a load dependent intake and exhaust pumping friction component
relative to WOT:
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( 2"' 2 J_(2 \ () 2 j (.2
FMEPa= (pUb -p,)-4.12 E~ P,.b -_ 0. 178S2P.6b -4.12E~' (4.32
Pab )nvri( S P..P.. amb nvre)
Where n, represents the total number of valves per cylinder, and ri and re represent the
intake and exhaust valve radii respectively.
The last part is a wide-open throttle friction component as written below. The constant
values (78.5 and 5.1) have been adopted from GM 2.3L engine data scaled to a 1.9L
engine. According to Wu and Rossl"o, this part of the FMEP scales with yd.
(4.33)FMEPWor= 78.5 +5.1 N
Total Friction Mean Effective Pressure can then be written as:
FMEPTOTAL = FMEPA + FMEPB +FMEPWOT
Both FMEPA and FMEPB are dependent on inlet manifold pressure pi, computation of
which will be explained in the next Section.
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4.3.3 Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC) model
In this Section, the various components that make up the BSFC model are outlined.
Generally, the procedure to compute BSFC is adopted from Shayler et al.10 8 with
appropriate modifications for the integration of the plasma fuel reformer.
4.3.3.1 Computing the intake manifold pressure
Recall Equation (4.30):
BMEP-VD- N
m1PF=
86000 '7f b RP +1.1458 
-0.3134()
Substitute R, nf 0tta, = hnPF to get:
(4.35). _ftotaI = BMEP-VD.-N
8600017f b R, - R)+1.1458 
-0.3134%))OO~~fbR +1148
With ?h PF and ?ifo..j from above, all cylinder charge constituents can be computed as
previously outlined. With these the in-cylinder temperature rise due to combustion can
be computed as follows:
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AT = -" = (thnj *
z,* Cv,) ,* Cv,)
with
(4.36)
{j E (C7 H14 ,H2 ,COCH4 ,C2 H2)
Ei 6 (H 2 ,H2 0,CO,C0 2,C7 Hl4,CH4,C2H2 N 2pN2e,02
(4.37)
gives the peak combustion temperature:
T cosbuuiin= T,,messio+ AT (4.38)
Where Tcompression is the temperature at the end of the compression stroke before initiation
of combustion and Tcharge is the temperature of the cylinder intake charge, which is a
combination of the mass flows and temperatures of the intake air, reformed fuel gas, and
exhaust gas recirculation:
3
X (c, p,i Ti)
', )
where i = [air, rfg, egr] (4.39)
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Utilizing the now known peak temperature of combustion a cycle average ratio of
specific heats y can now be defined by assuming the cycle average temperature is
0. 3*Tcombustion. This assumption is based on typical charge temperature profiles during
the compression, combustion, and expansion cycles.
With this cycle average y and using the following approximations for exhaust
temperature and pressure:
BMEP
T e.&= 500+ *53
(1000 p,4cR h 
Ph amb1+1+ Teh JJJ2 mwxh (I000parby
(4.40)
(4.41)
We can now compute the intake manifold temperature with the following procedure:
The ideal fuel air cycle volumetric efficiency can be written as:
(I+y(cr-1)-Pexh
vol,deal = "(cr - 1)(4.42)
Shayler et al108 then apply a correction factor to account for real engine factors:
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o qvoi,w ai(0.69 + 0.036N - 0.0000091 N2)
Intake manifold pressure can now be written as:
P. = 2taRT
'I (-EGR) V. j.,N
Rudy Smaling
(4.43)
(4.44)
Where Ih, and Ta are the intake air mass and temperature.
In this Section we have calculated the intake pressure required to compute the engine
friction defined in Section 4.3.2 as well as a cycle average y required to calculate engine
efficiency as shown in 4.3.3.3.
4.3.3.2 Calculation of Indicated Mean Effective Pressure IMEP
For conventional engines, IMEP is defined as (accessory MEP is not included here):
IMEP = BMEP + FMEP (4.45)
For an engine including the plasma fuel reformer, an additional factor must be added to
account for the (additional) electrical energy required to operate the Plasma fuel reformer
and its specific accessories. Mean Effective Pressure in general is defined as' 01:
MEP= P*1000*2
VDN
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Equation (4.47) gives the engine power required to generate the electrical power
consumed by the plasma fuel reformer.
PE = (qE,H2 * rnH2+ qE,H2,c) (447)
Where QE,H2 and QE,H2,c represent variable and constant power factors as a function of
hydrogen mass flow output derived from actual plasma fuel reformer operation. Tle
represents the electric power generating efficiency of the vehicle's alternator.
With Equation (4.3), Equation (4.47) can be written as:
(qE,H 2 * MWH2 * (3.5(3- 9)- 3.5Z(l - 0.7692/))* nPF +E,H2,c
PE _ MWC7H14
17e
P in Equation (4.46) can then be replaced by P = q f bPFE. Equation (4.47) can now be
written as:
2000* qE,H2 * mWH2 * (3.5(3-0,)- 3.5X(l - 0.7692 )* PF +E,H2,c
EMEP = MWC7H4(4.48
'le*VD n* N
Where EMEP is the Electric Mean Effective Pressure associated with the plasma fuel
reformer power consumption.
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Rearranging and inserting correct values for the mw. and limiting the O/C range to
[1,1.3] (i.e. x=2 .5), the above Equation reduces to:
((71.4286+131.85710 )* qE,H2 *rnpF + 2000 * q E,H 2 ,c)
17e* VD * N
(4.49)
Finally, IMEP can then be stated as:
IMEP = BMEP + FMEP + EMEP (4.50)
Where BMEP is a model input variable, FMEP is calculated according to Section 4.3.2
and EMEP according to Equation (4.49).
4.3.3.3 Calculation of indicated thermal efficiency
This Section describes what is probably the most critical set of calculations with respect
to the objective of deriving a Brake Specific Fuel Consumption map. The calculations
for indicated thermal efficiency are based in part on the fuel air cycle, adjusted for real
engine effects, and partly on analysis of engine data gathered by Tulley". The ideal fuel
air cycle efficiency can be written as'0 1:
1
r g = 1-_
cr(r1
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Equation (4.51) suggests efficiency will continue increasing as the engine is operated
leaner and leaner (y increasing). In reality, as the engine is operated leaner, a peak
efficiency will be achieved due to combustion effects altogether referred to as the lean
limit of combustion. Leaner operation beyond the peak will result in quickly falling
efficiency due to partial combustion or complete misfire. This can be represented by
artificially generating an efficiency curve based on the relationship represented by
Equation (41). This artificial curve can be mathematically as shown in Equation (4.52)
and graphically as shown in Figure 16.
18.513*(P -max ef -29.14* ( - max-eff) + 18.03 * (P-9maxq'- (4.52)
lfjImd' cr 5.64*(V-Pmaxeff) + 0.977* P-maxefY -0. 103* ( -max eff) +0.0066
0.65 0.7 0.75 0.
Equivalence Ratio
8 0.85 0.9 0.95
Figure 16.
(pmax in Equation (4.51) represents
efficiency peaks. Calculation of
provided in Section 4.3.3.4
Artificial indicated thermal efficiency curve
the equivalence ratio for which the indicated thermal
p. requires analysis of real engine data, which is
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As a general rule of thumb, the fuel air cycle data is multiplied by a factor of 0.8 to
account for real engine effects. For low speed conditions this is fine, but for this work it
was decided to use a speed dependent factor Afc. The speed dependent factor was
derived through an iterative process by matching the calculated BSFC map for a 1.9L
engine (see Appendix 10.2 for details of the simulated engine as well as the real engine
data representing a Saturn 1.9L DOHC engine). The correlation between the adjustment
and engine speed is:
Af, = 9.243E -7* M 2.069E -4* RPM+1.388E-2* M +0.602
\ 60/ 601 / 60/
(4.53)
A graphic representation is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Fuel air cycle adjustment based on engine speed
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The overall indicated efficiency can then be written as:
.513*(9-qmaxeff)'-29.14*(q-maxeff)+1-03*(9-9maxeffy- A (4.54)
cr '+5s.64* (P-ma 2ef+0.977* (P-mag -0-103+*(9-ma eg)+0.0066
4.3.3.4 Empirical relations from engine data analysis
The analysis presented here and the empirical relationships derived are based on the work
of Ed Tulley at the MIT Sloan Automotive Laboratory 1 under supervision of Professor
John Heywood. Figure 18 shows a compilation of Tulley's data. The plot shows the
90% mass fraction burned duration for mixtures of air, gasoline, and plasma fuel
reformer product gas. Specifically, three curves are shown representing plasma fuel
reformer fuel fractions of 10%, 20%, and 30%. Recall that the plasma fuel reformer fuel
fraction is defined as the fraction of fuel from the fuel tank traveling through the plasma
fuel reformer. On the vertical axis, burn duration is given in crank angles while on the
horizontal axis the thermal dilution parameter is given. The latter requires some
explanation. In Tulley's work, engine efficiency plots were shown generally as a
function of relative air fuel ratio or lambda. Depending on the operational conditions of
the plasma fuel reformer (represented in various simulated gas compositions),
concentrations of carbon dioxide in the plasma fuel reformer product gas varied
significantly. The significance of these variations showed in the lambda at which peak
engine efficiency would occur. Lambda was clearly not the right parameter for the
purposes of this work since it does not reflect inert diluents and their impact on key
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combustion characteristics. Because the combustion problems under lean operating
conditions are primarily thermally driven, i.e. peak combustion temperature and flame
propagation, a thermal dilution parameter was proposed by Professor Heywood.
TDP = ATsoichaometric (4.55)
AT
Where AT is defined as shown in Equation (4.36). ATstoichiometic is the temperature rise
due to combustion under stoichiometric conditions and AT is the temperature rise due to
combustion under some diluted (either with air or EGR) condition.
A baseline engine/vehicle configuration is included in the modeling effort specifically to
help "tune" the system model to a known set of data. The baseline configuration is for a
conventional engine/vehicle configuration (i.e. without a plasma fuel reformer and
operating under stoichiometric air fuel ratio conditions). The ATstoichiomtic was
determined to be 2817 degrees Kelvin.
Plotting engine efficiencies against the TDP eliminated most of the variability due to
variations in the inert diluents in the Plasma fuel reformer product gas and allowed for
the extraction of relevant relationships as shown in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 18. Compilation of mass fraction burned data7
The curves in Figure 18 represent 90% mass fraction burned durations in crank angles for
various plasma fuel reformer fractions. The black dots on the curves represent the
Thermal Dilution Parameter values for which engine efficiency peaks. If the TDP
increases beyond these values, engine efficiency will slowly drop until a critical point is
reached when engine efficiency starts dropping very rapidly. This point is represented by
the labeled (COV>5%) vertical lines. The cause for the rapid decrease in efficiency is the
fact that at very high dilution rates partial combustion will occur and eventually complete
misfire. This point is also referred to as the lean limit and quantified by the covariance in
cycle-to-cycle IMEP exceeding a set value, usually 5%.
Plotting the peak efficiency and lean limit TDP values against the respective plasma fuel
reformer fractions results in Figure 19. From this Figure the following key relationships
can then be derived:
TDP pek e fficey =1.387 +0.875* Rp (4.56)
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TDpa,,,,t = 1.4 9 +1.l* RP (4.57)
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Figure 19. Data derived Plasma fuel reformer fraction - engine efficiency relation
While the data set only extends to a plasma fuel reformer fraction of 30% and the trend
suggests linear behavior in the relationship between plasma fuel reformer fraction and the
TDP values, no attempts were made to extrapolate beyond the given plasma fuel reformer
fraction range. Hence, all simulations are constrained to the interval of R, = [0,30%].
Based on the TDP curves established in Figure 19, an iterative algorithm can be run
where for a given plasma fuel reformer fraction Rp either air or egr dilution can be
increased until either the peak efficiency combustion TDP or lean combustion limit TPD
is reached. Figure 19 shows the results of this set of simulations, where phim and egrm,
represent the values for phi and egr where efficiency is highest and phijim and egriim the
values for phi and egr where the dilution limit is reached.
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Figure 20. Derivation of maximum and limit values for phi and egr
The curves shown in Figure 20 can be represented mathematically as:
p.0.1572R2 - 0.4627 R + 0.6958
= 0.279 R2 -0.5529 R +0.6383
egr. -0.1935 R2+0.3561R, +0.2689
egr1i - 0.2265 R2 +0.4213R +0.3233
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Equations (4.58) and (4.60) can be used in Equation (4.54) to compute indicated
efficiency and Equations (4.59) and (4.61) are used as inequality constraints for the
system simulation.
4.3.3.5 Calculation of Brake Specific Fuel Consumption
Recall Equation (4.35) for the Plasma fuel reformer fuel input mass flow rate:
BMEPVD-N
Aftaw=860007,,R(-R)R+1.1458-0.31340)
Introducing a fuel system efficiency ifs:
r,=R (-RP+ 1. 1458 - 0.3134JO/
Equation (4.35) then reduces to:
.a _ BMEP -VI) -N
in,.I-86W00 f,,,r7,,
(4.62)
(4.63)
For comparison purposes, from the general Equation for Mean Effective Pressure
(Equation 4.46) we can derive the Equation for Brake Mean Effective pressure:
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BMEP- P*lO0O*n (4.64)
VDN
With P = QLHVC7H4 *rhfuei* 'fb Equation (4.64) becomes:
,fe= BMEP-VD*-N (4.65)86000q'fb
Comparing Equations (4.63) and (4.65) for operation with a plasma fuel reformer and
without respectively, shows that the difference lies in the efficiencies in the denominator.
While tifb > i'fb, lfs is smaller than 1. From a system perspective then, it is imperative
that the combined efficiency -Ifbns>1'fb. In other words, the gains made in engine
efficiency must (significantly) outweigh the parasitic losses introduced with fuel energy
losses and electric power consumption in the plasma fuel reformer.
3600Finally, Brake Specific Fuel Consumption as given by Heywood'01 as BSFC3=
QLHV71f,b
can be rewritten as shown in Equation (4.66) to account for operation with a plasma fuel
reformer:
BSFC = 3600 83.721 (4.66)
QLHVY7f ,b 1 f f,b $fs
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From the preceding Sections, it can be seen that a number of interdependencies exist
between the various Equations and as a consequence, BSFC cannot be directly calculated
as outlined above. Estimations must be made for certain variables in order for the series
of calculations to proceed that lead to the BSFC number. Iterative loops must be
employed to converge to the real values for the parameters for which estimates were
employed initially.
4.3.3.6 Mapping Brake Specific Fuel Consumption
The preceding Sections describe the calculation of a BSFC number for a specific input
Brake Mean Effective Pressure (BMEP) and engine speed (RPM) operating point. The
methodology describes is then used to fill a 12x12 matrix of BMEP and RPM with:
BMEP = (100,200,300,400,500,600,700,800,900,1000,1100,1200) and
RPM = (500,1000,1500,2000,2500,3000,3500,4000,4500,5000,5500,6000)
The resulting calculated BSFC map for the baseline vehicle is shown in Figure 21, with
torque in Nm rather than BMEP on the vertical axis. For reference, this can be compare
to the actual BSFC map for the modeled engine/vehicle, as shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 21. Calculated BSFC map
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Figure 22. Real BSFC map for Saturn vehicle with 1.9L DOHC engine
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4.3.4 Engine out NO, emissions model
Rather than employ a computationally intensive NO, prediction model based on
combustion processes, it was decided to use a much simpler methodology. A set of
engine out NO, data was obtained for a conventional engine operating under
stoichiometric air fuel ratio conditions (similar to the one modeled and detailed in
Appendix 10.2). Figure 23 shows the engine out Brake Specific NO, (in grams/kWh)
plot as a function of engine speed (RPM) and BMEP (in kPa).
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Figure 23. Engine out BSNOx for a conventional engine
From Tulley's71 data, a multiplication factor was derived that relates engine out NO, at
some lean condition to engine out NO, under stoichiometric conditions (see Figure 24).
A second multiplier was derived from data based on MIT Sloan Automotive Lab's NO,
prediction model that would account for the impact on engine out NOx due to increased
inlet charge temperature as shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 24. Engine out NO, multiplier versus thermal dilution parameter
The NO, "lean multiplier" ML has been fitted to the data with a 6th order polynomial:
ML=-23.024*tdp 6+231.6*tdpS-961.09*tdp 4+2102.58tdp 3-2551.28*tdp 2+1622.30*tdp-420.09 (4.67)
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Figure 25. Engine out NO, multiplier versus inlet charge temperature
The NO. "temperature multiplier" MT has been fitted to the data with a linear curve:
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MT = 0.0 04 4 5 *Tchage -0.341 (4.68)
The overall engine out NOx calculation methodology then proceeds as follows:
i) Based on input BMEP and RPM, the engine out NOx is interpolated from the
conventional engine data. (BSNOx_base)
ii) Based on the thermal dilution parameter calculated for a specific set of
operating conditions defined in the architecture design vector, the appropriate
multiplier ML is derived.
iii) Based on the charge temperature calculated for a specific set of operating
conditions defined in the system architecture design vector, the appropriate
multiplier MT is derived, and then:
BSNOX = BSNOxbase*ML*MT (4.69)
4.3.5 Drive cycle simulation
In order to fully appreciate the impact of using hydrogen rich gas derived from a Plasma
fuel reformer on engine and vehicle performance, a system level approach must be taken.
The final step in the methodology discussed so far this Chapter is to extend the engine
maps derived for BSFC and BSNOX to actual vehicle operating conditions. This is
achieved by using ADVISOR 02 (ADvanced VehIcle SimulatOR). Advisor is a vehicle
modeling code developed by the Center for Transportation Technologies and Systems
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(CTTS) of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), a federally funded
research lab. Running in MatLab and Simulink, it uses a backward looking, semi-
empirical, quasi-steady-state modeling approach. The backward facing approach entails
calculating engine parameters based on a required vehicle speed and tracked from the
wheels (speed and torque) through the drivetrain to the engine. This can be visualized
graphically as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Advisor high level block diagram10 2
Two drive cycles have been selected for the analysis presented in this thesis. Both are
United States driving cycles. The first one is the Federal Test Procedure or FTP and the
second one is the US06 cycle. The FTP was first developed in the late sixties to help
standardize emissions testing by quantifying vehicle emissions for a typical drive cycle.
The FTP is a fairly mild schedule with low average speeds and mild accelerations, typical
for Los Angeles at the time. The US06 schedule has been developed in the last decade
primarily to account for "off cycle" driving. Over the years, testing using the FTP
showed that test emissions and "real world driving" emissions were often far apart. To
account for this, two new cycles were developed: the SC03 and US06. The first was to
account for high engine accessory loads and solar loading, i.e. driving in a hot climate
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with the air conditioning system on. The second one was to account for more aggressive
driving styles with hard accelerations and high steady state speeds up to 80 miles per
hour. Appendix 10.3 and 10.4 show the FTP and US06 drive schedules respectively as
well as the extracted engine speed and torque schedules.
4.3.6 A simple cost model
Given the stage of architecture concept development, it is nearly impossible to define an
accurate and realistic cost model. Instead, a set of cost functions have been developed as
a function of the architecture design variables defined in Table 5 (Section 4.2). They are
discussed in the Sections following.
4.3.6.1 Plasma fuel reformer oxygen to carbon ratio cost function
The primary driver for costs related to plasma fuel reformer oxygen to carbon ratio lies in
controllability of the Plasma fuel reformer input air and fuel in order to achieve a certain
oxygen to carbon ratio. While the models used in this work assume a single O/C ratio, in
reality one will observe a range, both spatially and temporally. It is known from
chemical modeling as well as observation that when the O/C ratio approaches unity, soot
formation rapidly increases. This is an unwanted byproduct of the partial oxidation
process since it may foul up the intake manifold and valves of the engine. One can
therefore reason that for an O/C ratio of for instance 1.2, a broader range can be allowed
without the formation of soot. This is then reflected in less strict tolerances for air and
fuel flow into the Plasma fuel reformer, allowing for lower cost metering devices.
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Conversely, as the O/C ratio approaches unity, the allowable range becomes very narrow
and highly accurate, and costly, metering devices must be applied. A relatively arbitrary
cost curve c/,, has been defined over the interval of 0/c = [1.03,1.2] as shown in Figure
27. This particular curve is a multiplier. See Section 4.3.6.7 for the application to overall
cost.
Oxygen to Carbon ratio cost function
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Figure 27. Plasma fuel reformer oxygen to carbon ratio cost function
4.3.6.2 Plasma fuel reformer product gas thermal management cost
function
In Section 4.3.1.3, the adiabatic plasma fuel reformer product gas temperature is derived.
This temperature is different from the temperature of the plasma fuel reformer product
gas as it enters the engine intake manifold. One of the architecture design variables,
thermal transfer factor a, was constructed to simply account for the amount of thermal
energy transferred to the engine intake charge. In this study, the manner in which the
thermal energy transferred is affected is of less interest, other than the potential cost
impact. The temperature at which the plasma fuel reformer product gas enters the engine
intake manifold is given by:
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Tpi (TA - Tambient) + Tambient (4.70)
With a taking on values between zero and one, i.e. a = [0,1]. From Equation (4.70) it is
easy to see then that for a = 0, the plasma fuel reformer product gas is effectively cooled
to ambient temperature, while for a = 1, the plasma fuel reformer product gas is
essentially perfectly insulated. Either of these extremes are unlikely to be achieved in
reality. In reality, natural convection will probably cause 50% to 60% of the thermal
energy to be lost. Hence the shape of the cost curve ca in Figure 28. The vertical axis in
this case represents dollar cost for thermal management of the plasma fuel reformer
product gas. The cost of forced cooling (through for instance a heat exchanger) can be as
high as $35, while the cost of perfect insulation can be as much as $100. Application in
industry could provide further verified numbers.
Thermal management cost function
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Figure 28. Plasma fuel reformer product gas thermal management cost
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4.3.6.3 Plasma fuel reformer fuel fraction cost function
For a given vehicle application, in this study represented by a compact vehicle (Saturn
with 1.9L engine), the cost for the plasma fuel reformer device can vary to some extent
with the amount of fuel flowing though the device, as determined by the plasma fuel
reformer fuel fraction Rp. This cost dependence has been relatively arbitrarily set as
shown in Figure 29. This cost factor cRp has been modeled as a multiplier and is applied
as shown in Section 4.3.6.7.
Figure 29. Plasma fuel reformer fuel fraction cost function
4.3.6.4 Equivalence ratio cost function
Equivalence ratio is a representation of the relative fuel to air ratio and is the inverse of
lambda, the relative air to fuel ratio (relative to stoichiometric). Therefore, equivalence
ratio values smaller than unity represent lean engine operating conditions. The primary
driver of this cost function lies in the fact that as the engine is operated leaner, mass flow
rates of air increase and must be accounted for in the design of the engine intake manifold
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and air metering devices. The cost impact c(, is modeled in dollars and shown in Figure
30.
Equivalence ratio cost function
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Figure 30. Equivalence ratio cost function
4.3.6.5 Engine boosting cost
Four of the six system architectures involve engine boosting and thus require either a
turbo or supercharger. The cost impact cc, was arbitrarily set at $300, the net cost
difference between the cost for adding a turbo charger and related components such as an
intercooler and the cost savings achieved through for instance reduced catalyst volumes
and lower grade steel exhaust materials due to lower exhaust temperatures.
4.3.6.6 Electrical system cost function
Since the plasma fuel reformer and accessories require electrical power to operate, they
will put a burden onto the vehicle electrical system. As a general rule of thumb, the cost
impact on the electrical system is camp =-$ 1/ampere of electrical current consumed. The
electrical power consumed can be calculated using Equation 4.47:
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qE, * H2 WH2 *(3.5(3 -/%)- 3.5Z(1 - 0.7692 ,))* nPF +qE,H2 ,c
(E _MWC7H14
17e
Since PE = V *I, then I= and with X=2.5, ie = 0.5, and camp = I, Equation (4.47)V
becomes:
C.,,,= ((0.0357+0.06593*0//?hpF* qEH2 +qE _H2_c) (4.71)
With Equation (4.71), maximum current flow can be calculated by inserting appropriate
values for the variables based on the selected architecture design. The maximum current
is the driving value since this value determines the total impact on the electrical system.
4.3.6.7 Overall cost impact
In combination with the various cost functions defined in the previous Sections, a number
of "fixed" costs need to be defined for the various components of the system. This is
done in Table 6.
The plasma fuel reformer base hardware covers the reformer housing and reactor tube. It
has been assumed for the cost studies that the catalyst will not be required in the final
design. The plasma fuel reformer power supply is required to convert system DC voltage
to high voltage high frequency AC power required by the plasma fuel reformer.
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Plasma fuel reformer base hardware cbh 50
Plasma fuel reformer power supply cp, 25
Plasma fuel reformer miscellaneous cmh 20
hardware
Other miscellaneous CoM 25
Manifold upgrade cost cmuc 30 (if a>0.5)
Metering cm 30
Table 6. Component and module fixed cost values
Miscellaneous plasma fuel reformer hardware covers connectors, ducting of fuel and air,
etc. Other miscellaneous covers brackets, license fees, profit margin, etc. The manifold
upgrade covers the fact that if the inlet charge temperature becomes too high, the
manifold must be upgraded from plastic to aluminum. Finally, metering covers the
metering of fuel and air into the plasma fuel reformer. The implicit assumption in the
cost numbers of Table 6 is that these are unit costs for large-scale production.
The complete cost function is then defined as:
Ctomal (Cbh + Cps + Cm + C. * C%)* CRP* Ccompexiy+ Camp + C.uc + Ca +cr+ C, + Co (4.72)
The complexity cost in Equation (4.72) is again a fairly arbitrary cost borne out of the
need to quantify effects of subtle design changes within each of the architecture designs.
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5 Simulation Results
This Chapter presents a brief overview and discussion of each of the modeled
architectures. While the detailed system simulations are important and warrant a deep
analysis in the technical domain, such an analysis is not the primary objective in this
body of work. For a detailed technical analysis of the system architectures and
underlying system designs, refer to prior work by the author' 38. Since the referenced
prior work by the author, the system model described in Chapter 4 represents a
significant enhancement at the detail level as more engine test data has become available.
The general technical analysis presented in the prior work however has not lost its
validity and will therefore not be repeated here.
Table 7 below shows the values used for the input variables for each of the modeled
system architectures listed in Table 5 in Section 4.2. It should be understood that several
interdependencies exist between the variables and as a result there are several moving
constraints present. For example, if lean burn operation for a boosted engine is selected,
compression ratio must be lower than it is for a non boosted engine or if a low fuel
fraction R, is selected, then Equations (4.58) through (4.61) describe the constraints for
equivalence ratio and EGR.
Variable Low Value Increment High Value
Equivalence ratio (P (p+0.02 5 0.05 <p,+0.275
EGR egr egr,-0.325 0.05 egrm-0.025
O/C ratio /C 1.05 0.05 1.35
Plasmatron fraction R, 10% 5% 35%
Alpha a 0.1 0.2 0.7
Compression ratio cr 10 0.5 12
Engine size dsize 0.8 0.2 1
Table 7. Design variable values for design space exploration
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Because of these interdependencies and internal constraints, the true number of function
evaluations per system architecture lies around 3,000 to 4,000 points rather than the
28,000 points a full factorial evaluation of the values in Table 7 would suggest.
All simulations are run with the above set of design variables for each of the
architectures, as appropriate. The value ranges for each of the design variables represent
reasonable boundaries for the design space of interest. This opinion is based on general
knowledge as well as the experience of the author.
It requires mention that the results presented in this Chapter represent modeling based on
empirical data, derived on both a single cylinder research engine as well as a 3.2L six
cylinder modified production engine running under steady state conditions. This model
does not attempt to simulate transient behavior and as a result, any unforeseen
constraints due to transient behavior are not included here. From this perspective then, it
is reasonable to expect that the fuel economy and emissions numbers presented here may
be optimistic.
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Figure 31. Monte Carlo simulation results - technical performance only
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The computational expense of generating the data set in Figure 3 is approximately 30
hours of CPU time on an AMD64 3000+ platform with 2Gb of memory. Pre-processing
of several temperature and pressure dependent parameters is required to reach this CPU
time. Figure 31 shows the Monte Carlo simulation results for the technical performance
measures only. These are engine out NOx emissions in grams per mile and fuel
consumption in liters per 100 kilometers. Available literature suggests that system
architecture analysis from here generally focuses on the system architecture Pareto
frontiers, as shown in Figure 32 below. The baseline vehicle achieves 7.93 liters per 100
kilometer fuel consumption and 1.87 grams per mile engine out NO.
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Figure 32. Pareto frontiers
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Based on the technical merits alone, one could easily conclude that options 5 and
possibly 3 are the preferred architecture embodiments. As Figure 33 shows, this may be
a premature conclusion. The data presented in Figure 33 includes cost data in the form of
cost effectiveness per percent fuel economy improvement.
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Figure 33. Monte Carlo simulation results - cost included
From this point of view there could be three possible preferred system architectures. In
Figure 33 and the associated Pareto frontiers shown in Figure 34, the three non-
dominated system architectures have one feature in common: they all operate with air
dilution. All of the dominated architectures operate with EGR dilution. However, given
the significant and uncertain external factors that can affect the success of these
architectures in the commercial market, can one safely draw the conclusion that air
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dilution is preferred over EGR dilution? The system architecture analysis and selection
presented in Chapter 3 and applied in detail to this case in the Chapter following this one
attempts to shed some light on this question.
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Figure 34. Pareto frontiers
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6 Hydrogen Enhanced Combustion Eng-ine Concept Analysis
This Chapter provides a detailed example of the system architecture analysis and
selection process that is presented in Chapter 3. The newly developed techniques will be
applied to the case study of a Hydrogen Enhanced Combustion Engine (HECE) concept.
It will be demonstrated that system architecture selection methodologies based on
Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization in a technical or technical/cost domain alone
are inadequate and that these (MAO) techniques must be extended to include non-
technical influences as well.
6.1 Data Reduction
Section 1.1 describes the knowledge versus design freedom paradox. Multidisciplinary
Design Optimization (MDO) and later Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization
(MAO) have been developed as computational multidisciplinary system analysis tools to
help in delaying "design lock-in". MDO and MAO have been very successfully applied
in the preliminary and detailed stages of the design process and have more recently
progressed into the conceptual stage of the design process. In the conceptual stage
however, the MDO and MAO techniques are too limited, as explained in Section 3.2.
Decisions made in the conceptual stage tend to account for up to 70% of the eventual cost
to own and operate the product or system. A significant portion of this cost is driven not
so much by the technical performance features of the system, but by other non-technical
factors affecting the system's operation. Making decision around conceptual design
(system architecture) based on technical performance measures alone, and even more
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limited based on the Pareto analysis of technical performance, significantly increases the
changes that inappropriate decisions will be made leading to sub-optimal system
architecture and design as demonstrated by de Weck et a130.
The first step described in Chapter 3 aims to address the shortcomings of Pareto analysis
in the conceptual stages of the design process by extending the Pareto Optimal set to
include near-Pareto Optimal solutions, the so-called Fuzzy Pareto Optimal set.
6.1.1 Fuzzy Pareto Frontier
Recall from Section 3.2.1 the definition of Fuzzy Pareto Optimality:
Fuzzy Pareto Optimality:
JP dominates J2 if: I + K(U""t- """)5 j 2 , and j #j 2
J!+K(j ""- .r")<5J Vi and
J!+K(J" , - ") < j? for at least one i
The effect of selecting various values for the fuzzy pareto frontier factor K is shown in
Figure 35. The six plots shown all represent the solutions space for option 5 with
different values for K. A value of K = 1 results in the entire original data set (as reported
in Chapter 5 for all system architectures that were simulated) being preserved (top left
plot). A value of K = 0 results in only the weak Pareto Optimal set being preserved
(bottom right plot) and all values for K between 0 and 1 result in fuzzy Pareto Optimal
sets between the original data set and the weak Pareto Optimal set.
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For completeness, Appendix 10.5 shows some data set distributions as a function of K for
all other system architectures simulated. The introduction of the fuzzy Pareto frontier
clearly gives the system designer, or architect, the option to consider more designs than
just the Pareto Optimal ones. The question now becomes what value of K to choose. In
other words: if one is going to consider near-Pareto Optimal designs, then how is one to
decide how near to the Pareto frontier all designs to be considered should be? Intuitively,
the value of K should be commensurate with the level of uncertainty that is prevalent at
the present stage of the design process. This however would require at least some
quantitative notion of the level of uncertainty. Quantifying uncertainty, or even just
enumerating the types of uncertainty that may be important, is an exceedingly difficult, if
not impossible, task. Qualitatively then, about all than can be reasonably stated about the
value of K at this point is that early in the product or system design process K should be
"large" and later in the design process, K can be "small". Section 6.1.3 proposes one
method for determining an appropriate value for K.
6.1.2 S-D Domain Linked Filtering
Depending on the value selected for K, the remaining Fuzzy Pareto Optimal data set
could be quite large. Depending on the number of system architectures under evaluation
and the computational expense of further analysis, it may be desirable to further reduce
the data set. One technique reported by Messac105 uses a proximity-based filtering
scheme based in the solution space only. As explained in Chapter 3, this type of filtering
scheme may be accepTable for simple, linear behaved systems, but could eliminate
potentially "good" designs. This can occur when 2 dissimilar designs have solutions that
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are similar. According to Messac's filtering technique, one of these designs would be
eliminated. The filtering methodology proposed in Chapter 3 links the solution and
design spaces by adding an additional condition, or constraint, that solutions (and
associated designs) can only be eliminated if clustering in both the solution and design
space takes place.
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Figure 36. Fuzzy Pareto frontier S-D linked filtering (K = 0.4)
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Figure 36 shows the results of this new filtering methodology for system architecture
option 5 and a specific value for K of 0.4. In this particular case the design space
clustering constraint c is held constant at 0.4 while the solution space clustering
constraint 6 is increased from 0 (no filtering) to 0.035 (weak filtering), 0.1 (medium
filtering) to 0.2 (strong filtering).
From the plots in Figure 36 it is evident that quite a few clustered solutions remain, even
after relatively strong filtering. The conclusion that can be drawn then is that indeed
there can be designs that are quite diverse from one another that result in similar
performance. Figure 37 below shows that for K = 0.2 the filtering results are similar to
those for K = 0.4 insofar that again some solution clustering remains after filtering.
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Figure 37. Fuzzy Pareto frontier S-D linked filtering (K = 0.2)
Another option is to keep the solution space clustering constraint 8 constant and change
only the design space clustering constraint c. In other words, while keeping the solution
space clustering distance constant, one can now select the value for which one considers
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the associated designs to be "substantially" different. The system designer or architect
may choose to retain all but the most similar designs, or decide the keep only those
designs that at near opposite sides of the feasible design space.
Figure 38 shows these extremes. While many solutions are less than a distance of 8 = 0.2
removed from one another, the very close proximity required in the design space to
comply with the filtering rules, results in few designs and solutions being eliminated. By
relaxing the design space proximity constraint to c =2 (with the lower right plot in Figure
36 representing an intermediate stage), one can see that nearly all points meeting the
solution space proximity requirement are eliminated. Again for the sake of completeness,
Appendix 10.6 shows the filtering results for all other system architectures.
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Figure 38. Design Space Clustering Constraint Relaxation
Figure 39 shows one example taken from the filtering of system architecture option 5.
The top two plots show a small cluster of data in the solution space (left) and a radar plot
representation of the associated design variables. Again, filtering techniques reported in
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the literature would eliminate all but one of the points in the cluster shown. The S-D
linked filtering technique retains 3 designs for the particular constraint values 8 and &
used.
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Figure 39. Design Space Diversity is Preserved K = 0.4, 8= 0.1, E = 0.4
Some interesting observations can be made for the three retained designs (lower right
plot):
1. Variable 6 in the radar plot represents a, a variable that represents the amount of
thermal energy retained in the reformed fuel gas as it enters the engine intake
manifold. A very small value for a means that the reformed fuel gas enters the
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engine intake manifold at temperatures nearing ambient temperature. Given that
the temperature of this gas coming out of the plasma fuel reformer can be as hot as
800 degrees C, it is obvious that in this case some sort of heat exchanger will be
required. Note that no actual heat exchanger is modeled, but rather a simple energy
balance. While two of the retained designs indeed contain a small value for a, one
does not. The one that does not has a value for a around 0.65 which could well be
attained through natural convection. The implication is that 2 of the designs require
a heat exchanger, while one does not. This is a valuable piece of information that
would have been lost without the S-D linked filtering technique.
2. Variable 5 in the radar plot represents the plasma fuel reformer oxygen to carbon
ratio 0/c. Each of the three retained designs contains a substantially different value
for the 0/c ratio. While there seems to be some inter-dependency with design
variable a, the knowledge that some flexibility may exist in values for 0 /c is
valuable. For instance, one phenomenon not modeled is the fact that as one
operates closer to an O/c ratio of 1, soot formation increases. The eventual level of
soot formation of the plasma fuel reformer depends largely on the final design. In
the meantime the knowledge that some flexibility exists with regard to O/c will be
valuable as specific design decisions are made for the plasma fuel reformer in the
later stages of the design process.
At this point a fair question would be how one selects the values for the various filter
variables K, 8, and . The next Section will explain how these values have been selected
for this particular system model and design and solution data sets.
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6.1.3 Filter Variables Selection
As Section 3.2.3 already explained, the objective of increasing the Pareto Optimal set by
adding near-Pareto Optimal solutions and subsequently filtering the fuzzy Pareto set is to
retain a high level of design diversity. Design space diversity was defined in Section
3.2.3 as a function of the design space envelope, number of designs in within the design
space envelope, and the dispersion of the designs within the design space envelope.
Recall Equation (3.13):
Design Diversity -
" (ximax,jfiueres - xiI,jilersf - s
x inn 
Ex (i, J
I (Xi,max =,n1 j=i+
SDS Y SDS (SDS-l
Figure 40 shows the concept of design diversity as defined here graphically. While the
graphic shows only two dimensions, it should be understood that the same basic principle
applies in n dimensions as well.
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The original data set, resulting from the Monte Carlo simulation, contains many designs.
These designs are well distributed due to the relatively even distribution of the design
variables within their respective feasible ranges. In Figure 40, this data set is represented
by the upper left picture. The Pareto Optimal set is represented by the lower left picture
in Figure 40. The Pareto Optimal set only contains a few points in a very small design
space envelope. When the system designer or architect considers a larger data set (i.e. a
fuzzy Pareto set), then filtering must be applied carefully to avoid the situation shown in
the upper right plot of Figure 40, where a reasonably large design space envelope along
with a reasonable number of designs is retained, but unfortunately not well distributed.
The objective should be to achieve a reasonable design space envelope, a reasonable
number of designs, and a good distribution of one in the other.
From the approximate size and distribution of the design space envelope, average
distance between points in the design space, and the number of points in the design space,
it was determined that the value of 0 in Equation (3.13) should be in the range of 0.05 to
0.2.
Figure 41 shows the design diversity for system architecture options 3 through 6 as a
function of Pareto fuzziness factor K, computed using Equation (3.13). A few
conclusions can be drawn from the plots in Figure 41:
1. Design diversity is clearly smallest for K = 0, which represents the Pareto Optimal
set.
2. As more near-Pareto optimal solutions are included in the fuzzy Pareto set, design
diversity increases until a maximum value is reached. The increase in design
diversity seems to level of for K values between 0.4 and 0.6.
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3. While Figure 41 does not inform about the smallest value of K one could choose, it
does suggest that values of K greater than approximately 0.4 do not seem to add
significant additional design diversity.
Based on the above conclusions, it was decided here to use a value of K = 0.4 for all
subsequent analyses.
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Figure 41. Design Diversity - 8 = 0.15, e = 0.3
Figures 42 through 44 highlight individually the elements making up the design diversity
metric. All three plots represent system architecture option 4 and use a value for K of
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0.4, a solution space filter value 8 of 0.15, and a design space filter value e ranging from
0 to 1.
First is Figure 42 showing the design space envelope as defined in Equation (3.10). It is
clear from Figure 42 that without any filtering (i.e. s = 0), the design space envelope is
largest and declines in size as filtering becomes more aggressive. Based on Figure 42,
one would not want to exceed a design space filter value of s = 0.4.
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Figure 42. Design Space Envelope as a Function of Filter Strength
Next is Figure 43, showing the number of designs as a function of design space filter
strength. As & increases, the number of designs drops rapidly from close to 500
individual designs for e = 0 to well below 50 for s = 0.5. An additional approximately 20
designs are filtered out between s = 0.5 and 1. One would want to avoid filtering these
last 20 or so designs out since they correspond to substantially different designs that
result in similar performance and are exactly the reason for developing this analysis
framework in the first place. Based on Figure 43, for maximum design diversity, one
would want to avoid exceeding a design space filter value of = 0.5.
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Figure 43. Number of Designs as a Function of Filter Strength
Finally, Figure 44 represents the average Euclidian distance between all designs in the
design space. This value increases fairly linearly with increasing design space filtering
strength. Based on this Figure, one would want to select the highest filter value for c,
which is in conflict with the conclusions drawn from Figures 42 and 43. Figure 45 shows
the design diversity metric as a function of the design space filter value e (as opposed to
Figure 41, where e was held constant and Pareto fuzziness K varies).
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Figure 44. Average Euclidian Distance as a Function of Filter Strength
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Based on the computed design diversity and the conclusions drawn from Figures 42
through 44, a design space filter e value of not less than 0.4 should be chosen. A value
for , greater than 0.4 or 0.5 does not seem to significantly increase design diversity. For
these reasons, a design space filter value of 0.5 will be used for all subsequent
computations.
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Figure 45. Design Diversity as a Function of Filter Strength
In summary then, based on the analysis presented in this Section appropriate values for
Pareto fuzziness K and design space filter value e have been selected (0.4 and 0.5
respectively for our case and for near maximum design diversity). Selection of the
solution space filter value 8 remains up to the system architect or designer. It has been
decided here to use a medium solution space filter strength (see Figure 36) of 8 = 0.1.
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6.2 Technology Invasiveness
The technology invasiveness metric was developed to address the need for a means of
quantifying the impact of technology insertion on the overall system and more
importantly the uncertainty created by the insertion of new technology. This uncertainty
can bring about additional or new system or product development team interactions or
may require system or sub-system redesigns, etc. By carefully noting all changes in a
component design structure matrix (DSM) a technology invasiveness metric can be
constructed as described in Section 3.3.2. In order to enumerate the changes to a system
due to technology insertion, a baseline component DSM must be established for the
system in question.
6.2.1 Base Powertrain
The case study involves the integration of a plasma fuel reformer with an engine. The
component DSM should therefore at least include all components and sub systems
potentially affected by this technology insertion. Figure 46 shows the baseline
component DSM. Clustering shows the major subsystems to be the upper and lower
engine, induction system, exhaust system, fuel system, and electrical and control systems.
The connections between the components are color coded as follows:
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Figure 46. Baseline Component Design Structure Matrix
No attempt was made here to give special meaning to the connections in the lower left or
upper right halves of the matrix as is done in other uses of the DSM. The DSM shown in
Figure 46 is a symmetric matrix filled out equally in both halves.
6.2.2 Hydrogen Enhanced Combustion Engine Concepts
For each of the system architecture options under evaluation, the changes to the DSM of
Figure 47Figure 46 have been recorded in a similar DSM using similar color coding.
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shows this DSM for system architecture option 5. This Section will only show and
discuss system architecture option 5. The component DSM's for all other system
architectures under evaluation can be found in Appendix 10.7. Color coding is as
follows:
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The changes from the baseline DSM that are shown in Figure 47 are quite numerous.
Adding up all the changes over the 8 parameters given in Section 3.3.2, results in the
sums in the second column of Table 8.
CC
New component/subsystem 3 0.25 0.75
Eliminated component/subsystem 3 0.05 0.15
Component redesign 23 0.15 3.45
New inter-connection 7 0.15 1.05
New intra-connection 5 0.1 0.5
Change in mass flow 21 0.2 4.2
Change in energy flow 32 0.05 1.6
Change in controls 13 0.05 0.65
Invasiveness Index 12.35
Table 8. Component DSM changes and invasiveness index
No attempt was made here to weigh any changes individually within each of the eight
parameters. Clearly, of the 21 changes in mass flow for instance, some will have more of
an impact than others. All changes in a particular dimension however are treated equally.
A brief discussion of some of the changes follows:
1. New components: The plasma fuel reformer and a turbocharger are the obvious
new components. Another new component is an accessory belt driven air pump.
This pump is required to supply the fuel reformer with air. The baseline vehicle has
an air pump in the A.I.R. (air injection reaction) system. This is an electrical pump
that provides for air injection into the exhaust manifold during vehicle cold start to
improve emissions. Because this pump is only on for 60 to 90 seconds, it is
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electrically driven. However, the air pump for the plasma fuel reformer is on all the
time and therefore mechanically driven to improve efficiency.
2. Removed components: Several components have been removed from the baseline
system. Since concept 5 represents a boosted and downsized engine running lean
with air dilution, clearly the EGR system from the baseline vehicle can be removed.
Secondly, because the engine can operate lean enough with hydrogen enhanced
combustion, the exhaust emissions control system can be significantly reduced. In
this case the underbody converter is removed and only the close coupled converter
remains.
3. Mass flow change: The changes in mass flow can be attributed to the change to
boosted lean bum operation, which means a significantly greater mass of air will
flow through the engine. Some changes in fuel mass flow will also occur due to the
improved engine efficiency.
4. Energy flow change: Much of the changes in energy flow come with the changes
in mass flow. Where the two are not related, the energy flow changes are electrical
energy changes.
5. Information flow changes: The information flow changes primarily represent new
or removed sensors, changes in controls, etc.
6. Component design changes: The DSM diagonal shows which components require
a design change. Most of the design changes are the result of changes in mass or
energy flows.
7. New intra-connections: These are new connections within the major sub-system
"chunks". These are not as invasive as changes between subsystem "chunks" as it
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is assumed that it is easier to deal with changes within a design team than between
design teams.
8. New inter-connections: Connections between sub-systems may be more difficult
to deal with. In this case the new connections are the turbocharger as a link
between the exhaust and induction systems and the new air pump as a link between
the engine lower end (accessory drive) and the fueling system (plasma fuel
reformer).
Column two in Table 8 shows the weights applied to each of the 8 parameters making up
the invasiveness index. The weights are based on expert opinion. The sum product of
the parameter count and their respective weights then leads to the invasiveness index.
For system architecture option 5, the invasiveness index equals 12.35.
The DSM matrices for the other system architecture options can be found in Appendix
10.7. In order to test the sensitivity to the weights applied in Table 8, a short algorithm
was written. Each of the weights was varied by up to +/. 50%, while the overall sum of
the weights was held constant at 1. The resulting invasiveness distribution for all system
architecture options is shown in Figure 48.
Without a frame of reference, one could ask what these numbers really mean. Do these
represent high levels of invasiveness or not? To answer this question, a set of reference
system architectures have been found and the same Technology Invasiveness
methodology was applied to them. The next Section will discuss the source and content
of these reference system architectures.
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Figure 48. Invasiveness index distributions for all system architecture options
6.2.3 National Science Council Proposed Evolutionary Paths
In 2002 the National Research Council (NRC) released a report on the effectiveness of
Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards 09. The third Chapter in that report
discusses in detail specific (component level) technologies for improving the fuel
economy of passenger cars and light duty trucks. Subsequent to the discussion of the
individual technologies, the report proposes three separate "evolutionary paths", one for
the short term (-5-7 years), one for the intermediate (-7-12 years) term and one for the
longer terms (12+ years). Each of these paths is represented by an aggregation of some
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of the individual technologies discussed in Chapter 3 of the report. Table 9 summarizes
the discussion of the individual technologies and lists the potential for fuel economy
improvement in percentage ranges and the associated cost ranges for these individual
technologies.
Baseline: DOHC, 4V, roller finger follower, 4spd auto Improvement Retail Price National Research Council%Equivalent Evolutionary Paths
Production intent engine technology Low High Low High 1 2 3
Engine friction reduction 1.0% 5.0% $ 35.00 $ 140.00 x x x
Low friction lubricants 1.0% 1.0% $ 8.00 $ 11.00 x x x
Variable Valve Timing 1.0% 2.0% $ 35.00 $ 140.00 x
Variable Valve Timing and Lift 3.0% 8.0% $ 70.00 $ 210.00 x x
Cylinder Deactiviation 3.0% 6.0% $ 112.00 $ 252.00
Engine Accesory improvement 1.0% 2.0% $ 84.00 $ 112.00 x x x
Engine Supercharging and downsizing 5.0% 7.0% $ 350.00 $ 560.00
Engine Turbocharging and downsizing 10.0% 12.0% $ 400.00 $ 600.00
Production intent transmission technology
5 speed automatic transmission 2.0% 3.0% $ 70.00 $ 154.00 x
Continuously variable transmission 4.0% 8.0% $ 140.00 $ 350.00 x x
Automatic transmissions w/ aggressive shift logic 1.0% 3.0% $ - $ 70.00 x
6 speed automatic transmission 1.0% 2.0% $ 140.00 $ 280.00
Production intent vehicle technology
Aerodynamic drag reduction of 10% 1.0% 2.0% $ - $ 140.00 x x
Improve rolling resistance 1.0% 1.5% $ 14.00 $ 56.00 x x x
Safety technology
5% safety weight increase -3.0% -4.0% $ - - x x x
Emerging engine technology
intake valve throttling 3.0% 6.0% $ 210.00 $ 420.00 x
Camless valve actuation 5.0% 10.0% $ 280.00 $ 560.00 x
Variable compression ratio 2.0% 6.0% $ 210.00 $ 490.00 x
Emerging Transmission technology
Automatic shift manual transmission 3.0% 5.0% $ 70.00 $ 280.00
Advanced CVT 4.0% 10.0% $ 350.00 $ 840.00
Emerging Vehicle technology
42 Volt electric system 1.0% 2.0% $ 70.00 $ 280.00 x
Integrated starter generator 4.0% 7.0% $ 210.00 $ 350.00 x
Electric powersteering 1.5% 2.5% $ 105.00 $ 150.00 x
5% vehicle weight reduction 3.0% 4.0% $ 210.00 $ 350.00
Table 9. Technologies for Improving Fuel Economy
The final three columns list which of the individual technologies, in the opinion of the
authors of the report, will be aggregated and introduced into automobiles in the short,
intermediate, and long term. Based on similar information from other sources, both
governmental as well as industrial, the proposed evolutionary paths are relatively safe
assumptions. Tallying up the fuel efficiencies and cost of the individual technologies into
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an aggregate fuel economy and cost for each of the evolutionary paths is a far more
complicated matter and a source of contention"1.
Given the data in Table 9, an attempt has been made to apply the technology invasiveness
methodology to the three evolutionary paths proposed by the National Research Council.
The component DSM for each of the three paths can be found in Appendix 10.7. It
should be noted that not all of the technologies incorporated in the three evolutionary
paths can be covered in the component DSM as developed in the previous Section. This
is due to the limited scope of the component DSM used to evaluate the potential system
architectures of the Hydrogen Enhanced Combustion Engine (HECE) concept. Some of
the technologies included in the NRC paths fall outside of the current component DSM.
It should therefore be understood that the true technology invasiveness (as defined in this
work) is likely to be higher than the one computed with the limited component DSM.
-wsivness Histogam NRC CAE PaM I - asin ess istogam NRC CAFE PaM 2 masiwnss Hisogram NRC CAFE PaM 3
15
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Figure 49. Invasiveness index distributions for NRC evolutionary Paths
Figure 49 shows the technology invasiveness distributions computed in the same manner
as those shown in Figure 48. With the assumption that the HECE concept timeline to
possible market introduction falls somewhere between those for NRC proposed path 1
and 2, it can be concluded that the technology invasiveness for the HECE concept
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probably is greater than that for the "conventional" evolution of automotive fuel economy
improving technology.
The analysis in the last two Sections shows that the technology invasiveness of the HECE
concept, at least for certain system architecture embodiments thereof, is likely to be
larger than the technology invasiveness of the generally accepted evolutionary path of
fuel economy enhancing technologies. To some extent, this validates our concept of
technology invasiveness since near-term implies non-invasive. However, this higher
technology invasiveness results in greater uncertainty, and more specifically risk, for a
project with the objective to integrate the plasma fuel reformer with an engine for the
improvement of emissions and fuel economy. In order for such a project to be successful
in the market, or even to be initiated at all, there clearly must be an additional payoff to
offset the increased risk compared to the alternative, which is the accepted path of
evolution.
The next and final step of the system architecture analysis and selection methodology is
to compute a measure of risk and opportunity, that includes non-technical influences and
sources of uncertainty, that will allow for at least a relative analysis of the HECE system
architectures against one another as well as comparison with the generally accepted path
of evolution for technologies aimed at improving fuel economy and emissions.
6.3 Risk and Opportunity
The method of computing the risk and opportunity metrics explained in this Section are
an extension of work by Browning et a154 , which is discussed in Section 3.4.1. The
method used here aggregates the individual design performances within each of the
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system architectures under evaluation into a dual system architecture metric. This dual
metric, made up of risk and opportunity, allows for at least a relative comparison of the
various system architectures. The next few Sections provide a more detailed discussion
of the computations leading up to the evaluation of risk and opportunity and subsequent
system architecture selection.
6.3.1 Performance Measure Distribution
The performance measures, or objectives, used in the system model computational
analysis so far have been: engine out NO, emissions, fuel consumption, and system add-
on cost. For the analysis shown here, three performance measures are used that have
been derived from the above mentioned set. They are:
1. Engine our NOx emissions (gr/mi) (unchanged)
2. Fuel consumption improvement (%)
3. Fuel consumption improvement cost effectiveness ($/%)
The changes in 2 and 3 are necessary since they represent more generally used measure
of comparison for evaluation of fuel saving technologies and their associated costs.
Table 9 is an example. Industry uses a set of metrics to evaluate these technologies and
cost effectiveness is one of them.
From the analysis provided in Section 6.1, values for Pareto fuzziness factor K, design
space filter value e, and solution space filter value 8 have been selected to be: 0.4, 0.5,
and 0.1 respectively. To compute the improvement in fuel consumption, a baseline
vehicle fuel consumption is required. The system model was used to compute this
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number which is 7.93 L/100km. In addition, baseline engine out emissions for NO, is
1.87 gr/mi.
Using the above information, the distributions in the performance measures for system
architecture option 5 are given in Figure 50.
the other system architecture options.
See Appendix 10.8 for the distribution of
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Figure 50. Option 5 Performance Measure Distributions, K = 0.4, 6 = 0.4, 6 = 0.1
Note that these distributions are frequency plots with the sum of each of the distributions
adding up to unity.
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6.3.2 Performance Measure Utility Curves
Given the generic utility curve construction defined in Section 3.4.1, utility curves have
been constructed for each of the three modified performance measures.
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Figure 51. Fuel Consumption Improvement Utility Curve and Distribution - Concept 5
Figure 51 shows the utility curve and distribution for the fuel consumption improvement
of system architecture option 5. It is important to note here that the shape of the utility
curve depends largely on external influences. The aggregated fuel consumption
improvement for the NRC path I is 5%-9%, while path 2 the range is 9%-15%. Along
with the earlier analysis that system architecture option 5 is more invasive than either
NRC path I or 2, a higher performance (i.e. higher payoff or opportunity) must be
achieved. For this reason, fuel consumption improvement utility is highest above 18%.
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In a scenario analysis to follow in the next Section, the external influences will be
evaluated for their impact on the utility curves of the 3 modified performance measures.
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Figure 52. Engine Out NO, Utility Curve and Distribution - Concept 5
Figure 52 shows the utility curve and distribution for the engine out NO, performance
measure. Here too, external factors play an important role in the shape of the utility
curve. For instance, emissions regulations in the United States for 2007 and beyond call
for NO, emissions not to exceed 0.07 gr/mi. Hence the highest utility is reserved for
engine out NO, levels complying with regulations. Exhaust emissions control measures
such as catalysts are capable to some extent to reduce engine out emissions under the
oxygen rich conditions of a lean operating engine. This is the reason for the slowly
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deceasing utility from 0.07 to 0.5 gr/mi engine out NO, emissions. The NO, utility
function is also the only one that is affected by the chosen system architecture itself. For
all system architectures featuring lean, or air diluted, operation (i.e. options 1, 3, and 5)
the curve shown is appropriate. However, for high EGR concepts (i.e. options 2, 4, and
6) the NO, curve would actually not decline as much since relatively low-cost three-way
catalytic converters could still reduce high engine out NO, emissions to regulated levels.
Finally, Figure 53 shows the cost effectiveness for system architecture option 5. Cost
effectiveness in dollars per percent fuel economy improvement is a common metric used
in the automotive industry to evaluate new fuel saving technologies.
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From various industry sources it was learned that $30 per percent fuel economy
improvement is considered a "good" value and $80 per percent fuel economy
improvement is considered a "bad" value. These two pieces of information largely help
shape the utility curve shown in Figure 53. Scenarios can be imagined where especially
the cost effectiveness curve will be affected. For instance, if fuel prices continue to rise
rapidly, then a higher premium would be given for fuel saving technology. On the other
hand, if the severe economic conditions and pricing pressures in the automotive industry
persist, valuation of fuel saving technology will suffer too.
With the distributions and utility curves shown in this Chapter as well as the technology
invasiveness indices computed in the previous Section, one can now compute the
performance measure, as well as overall, risk and opportunity values using Equations
(3.16) through (3.20).
Table 10 below shows the results of these computations of risk and opportunity. The
technology invasiveness metric listed in the first column has been normalized to a [0,1]
interval to ensure the risk and opportunity indices remain on the same order of
magnitude.
T.I. RFCI OFCJ RNOx NOx RCE OCE RToT OrOT
SA tion 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.94 0.04 0.14 0.30 0.35 0.12
SA Option 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.23 0.73 0.29 0.15 0.26 0.30
SA tion 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.23 0.74 0.18 0.23 0.28 0.42
SA Option 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.07 0.89 0.39 0.10 0.38 0.35
SA Option 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.22 0.75 0.05 0.39 0.17 0.60
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.09 0.88 0.11 0.27 0.28 0.46
Table 10. Performance measure and overall SA Risk and Opportunity
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Where T.I is technology invasiveness, RFCI, RNOx, RCE, and RTOT are the Risk indices for
fuel consumption improvement, NO,, cost effectiveness, and total respectively and
similarly for Opportunity.
It should also be noted that each of the performance measure risk and opportunity indices
can have a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 1. The weight factors, wi, in
Equations (3.19) and (3.20) have been set at 1/3 for each of the performance measure risk
and opportunity indices. This means that the overall system architecture risk and
opportunity indices can have minimum values of 0 and maximum values of 1. The target
values for each of the performance measures are as follows:
1. Fuel economy improvement: 18%
2. Engine Out NOx Emissions: 0.07 gr/mi
3. Cost effectiveness: $45/% fuel economy improvement
The overall system architecture risk and opportunity indices in Table 10 have little
meaning by themselves as they reflect only one possible scenario. A more complete
analysis of risk and opportunity involves the consideration of different possible future
scenarios, which would also include different weight factors for each of the performance
measure risk and opportunity indices.
6.3.3 Scenario Analysis
In the scenario analysis presented in this Section, the target values for each of the
performance measures are held constant at the values listed at the end of the previous
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Section. The primary reason for this is that the target values are driven by competing
technologies. For example, the National Research Council evolutionary path 1 and 2
have achievable fuel economy improvements of up to 15%. Given that the technology
invasiveness of the HECE system architectures is greater than those for the NRC
evolutionary paths, it was decided that the target should be set higher than the best
achievable performance for the less invasive alternative. The external influences
explored in the following scenario analysis do not impact the performance of the HECE
architectures or alternative technologies and thus the performance targets do not change.
The cost effectiveness target is set at $45 per percent fuel economy improvement. While
there are alternative technologies that exhibit better cost effectiveness, they also provide
lower fuel economy improvement. Given that the marginal cost of fuel economy
improving technology increases as the total amount of fuel economy improvements
sought increases, the target of $45/% was deemed reasonable.
The external influences can be broadly grouped into political, societal, economic, and
environmental domains:
Political: in the political domain, the influences are primarily the general policy stance
on emissions and fuel economy as well as specific regulatory action that has or could be
taken. For example, the general policy on the issues of emissions and fuel economy in
Europe is quite different compared to the US. In Europe, the policy focus is on energy
preservation and global warming. As a result, health effect policies and regulations are
less restrictive. In the European market, this policy stance exhibits itself in tax and fuel
price advantages for diesel engines. Because the technology does not currently exist or is
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not cost efficient to reduce diesel engine emissions to the levels of gasoline engines,
diesel engines are allowed by law to emit higher levels of NO, and particulate matter.
US policy is generally focused more on health effect issues and a long standing policy of
affordable energy for everyone. In the US market, fuel prices are much lower than they
are in Europe (by almost 60%), emissions regulations are stricter and fuel neutral, and
there is no strict policy targeting fuel economy.
Societal: The primary societal issues are health effects due to emissions from vehicles,
especially in urban areas. In addition, global petroleum consumption by automobiles is
considered a significant contributor to global warming, which could result in dramatic
climate change over the next century. Both these issues have led and continue to lead to
policies addressing them.
Economic: Clearly, economic tools play a significant part in enacting policy. As already
explained, fuel pricing and taxation has allowed the European governments to affect
diesel engine sales significantly to where they represent nearly 50% of all new passenger
vehicles sold. In the US on the other hand, diesel engine sales represent less than 5% of
the passenger car market. The obvious conclusion then is that higher fuel prices directly
lead to greater valuation of fuel saving technology. Other economic influences can be
found in the current condition of the automotive industry. Pricing pressures are
enormous and many suppliers in the industry are on the doorstep of bankruptcy. If these
conditions persist, then the valuation of fuel saving technologies will necessarily suffer as
well.
Environmental: Environmental issues have already been discussed under the societal
influences. Automobile emissions and global warming also affect the environment.
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Most animals suffer equally from the health effects of toxic emissions. The contribution
to atmospheric CO2 that leads to global warming however has been shown to have both
negative and positive effects. The positive effects are limited to stimulated plant growth
due to higher CO2 levels. The negative effects of climate change are more far reaching.
Based on the previous discussion of external influences stemming from various domains
the following possible scenarios will be analyzed with the specific limitation that the
analysis will extend to the United States market only (see Appendix 10.10 for
implementation data):
Scenario 1: Implementation pressure from the Kyoto protocol, increased Corporate
Average Fuel Economy, and higher oil prices. One or more of these influences will lead
to a greater valuation of fuel saving technologies.
Scenario 2: Increased pressure to reduce toxic emissions. This will affect the NO.
utility curve primarily by limiting the highest utility only for the very lowest emissions.
Scenario 3: Industry pricing pressures persist and a lower, or at best a status quo,
valuation of fuel saving technology will result.
Scenario 4: A significant advance in catalyst technology will enable cost effective
removal of NO, emissions even under lean operating conditions. The effect here is
twofold: first of all, the utility curve for engine out NO, emissions would be relatively
flat (near unity), and second, the valuation of fuel saving technology would be reduced
since spark ignition engines could now be operated leaner at no (significant) additional
expense.
Scenario 5 and on: Variations of the above.
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Figure 54 shows the overall system architecture risk versus opportunity plot for the
system architectures under evaluation. At first glance, it is clear that certainly at the
extremes (high risk- low opportunity and low risk - high opportunity) there seems to a
separation between the different architectures. Option 5 seems to consistently rate
relatively low risk and high opportunity. On the opposite end, system architecture
options 1, 4, and possibly 2 seem to consistently rate relatively high risk and low
opportunity. Then there seems to be a middle ground taken up by options 3 and 6.
Aggregated Risk - Opportunity Diagram
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Figure 54. Aggregated Risk versus Opportunity
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Given that the weight factors in the computation of overall risk and opportunity were left
equally distributed (i.e. no particular preference was given to any one of the three
performance measures), a closer look at the risk and opportunity indices for each of the
performance measures is warranted.
Figure 55 shows the risk and opportunity plot just for the fuel economy improvement
performance measure. The separation between the system architecture options seems
clear and follows a similar pattern compared to the aggregated risk and opportunity
indices in Figure 54.
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Next is Figure 56, showing the risk and opportunity indices associated with engine out
NOx. The separation between system architecture options is far less clear in this case
except for option 1, which has some clear outliers due to the fact that the air dilution
architectures are far more sensitive, from a cost perspective, to engine out NOx emissions
levels than the egr diluted architectures. This can be seen by the differences in the spread
of the points representing the different architectures in figure 56.
KISK - upponunity uiagram
Engine Out NOx
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Figure 56. Risk and Opportunity associated with Engine Out NO,,
Finally, Figure 57 shows the risk versus opportunity plot for cost effectiveness. The
middle diagonal represents the "baseline" set of utility curves as shown in the curves in
Section 6.3.2. The low-risk and low-opportunity diagonal is representative of the
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scenarios where increased pricing pressures call for very high cost efficiency. On the
opposite end, the high-risk and high-opportunity diagonal is representative of scenarios
where a greater value is placed on fuel saving technology and thus cost efficiency is not
required to be as high.
HISK - uppornuniy uiagram
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Figure 57. Risk and Opportunity associated with Cost Effectiveness
One final comment can be made here with regard to the Technology Invasiveness index
used to compute risk: It was discussed earlier that only a linear relationship between
Technology Invasiveness and impact on the system would be considered. One could
consider a condition where Technology Invasiveness would impact the system at
progressively higher rates as invasiveness increases. Considering the results shown in
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Figure 54, the selection decision would not be affected all that much. On the risk side,
the architectures would be somewhat closer, but since the opportunity side does not
change, the general conclusions drawn from Figure 54 still stand.
The next Section will discuss the architecture selection decisions that can be made on the
basis of the analysis presented in this Chapter.
6.4 Architecture Selection
In keeping with the general philosophy of this work not to seek out the best solution at
the possible cost of overlooking other promising, or at least viable solutions, no attempt
will be made here to choose the "best" architecture, but rather focus on eliminating those
that seem to have little merit.
One argument that could be made against the analysis presented so far is that the baseline
vehicle to compare the system architectures against is a current production vehicle.
Engine performance and specifically fuel efficiency historically has evolved at a rate of
1-1.5% per year'01, and so a more appropriate baseline would be a vehicle that would be
considered "conventional" at the time the new technology is planned to be introduced to
the market. This is important since the so-called evolved baseline vehicle will have
technologies incorporated that reduce certain engine in-efficiencies that can not be
claimed again by another technology. For example, an evolved baseline engine
incorporating variable valve timing, will have improved fuel efficiency in part due to
reduced pumping losses. Since all of the 6 system architectures presented in this work
also in part gain fuel efficiency due to reduced pumping losses, then compared to the
evolved baseline, not all of the gains for a hydrogen enhanced combustion engine can be
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achieved. A careful consideration must be given to how various technologies and their
benefits are aggregated. This argument was the primary source of disagreement'" 0 with
the aggregation of fuel saving technologies in the CAFE report by the National Research
Council. The first path of evolution was claimed in the NRC CAFE report to result in 5%
to 13% fuel economy gains. More likely the gains will be in the 5-9% range as discussed
in General Motor's reply"0 to the NRC report. Let us assume that the first path discussed
in the NRC report will be the evolved baseline vehicle by the time a possible HECE
vehicle reaches the market. Then the fuel consumption improvements will have to be
adjusted downwards by approximately 3%-5%. This would cut in half the gains due to
system architecture option 1 and almost completely eliminate any gains from system
architecture option 2. The primary reason for not including an evolved baseline vehicle
into the analysis but rather to base all changes on a known baseline is to avoid adding
additional uncertainty into the analysis. In terms of cost effectiveness, a key parameter in
this and many similar analyses, the effect is likely negligible. As discussed before, the
marginal cost of fuel saving technologies increases as the baseline engine efficiency
increases. So with an evolved baseline the efficiency gains of the system architectures
under evaluation would decrease, but the valuation for those gains would increase.
A brief discussion for each system architecture follows:
System Architecture Option 1
1. Technical performance only: Based on technical performance alone, this concept
did not perform very well. Together with concepts 2 and 4, fuel consumption
improvement is limited to less than approximately 10%.
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2. Technical and cost performance: If cost is included in the analysis, then concept
1 seems to be among the leading candidates in terms of cost efficiency.
3. Technology invasiveness: Technology invasiveness for concept 1 is lowest for all
system architectures considered. However it is considerably higher compared to
the NRC evolutionary path 1 aggregation of fuel saving technologies.
4. Competing technologies: Why select a technology that is more invasive, yet
performs no better than the accepted evolutionary path?
5. Risk and Opportunity: In the overall risk versus opportunity plot, concept 1 can
be clearly identified as a high-risk and low-opportunity concept. There are no
conceivable scenarios that would allow this concept to do better compared to the
other options.
Decision: Eliminate system architecture concept 1.
System Architecture Option 2
1. Technical performance only: The technical performance of concept 2 was
arguably the worst of all system architectures considered.
2. Technical and cost performance: This concept is however relatively cost-efficient
and as such warranted continued analysis.
3. Technology invasiveness: Technology invasiveness relatively low compared to
the other system architectures considered, but higher compared to the NRC
evolutionary path 1.
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4. Competing technologies: Why select a technology that is more invasive, yet
performs no better than the accepted evolutionary path?
5. Risk and Opportunity: While overall risk for concept 2 is no worse than any other
considered architecture except concept 5, the associated opportunity is among the
lowest for all considered architectures. This particular example illustrates one of
the advantages of considering both elements of uncertainty, namely risk and
opportunity. A focus on risk minimization alone might have preserved this option
even though it appears to have little merit.
Decision: Eliminate system architecture concept 2.
System Architecture Option 3
1. Technical performance only: Based on technical performance alone, concept 3 is
among the best performing architectures.
2. Technical and cost performance: Similarly in terms of cost effectiveness, concept
3 remains at the forefront.
3. Technology invasiveness: Technology invasiveness is very high for this concept.
4. Competing technologies: Because of the high invasiveness, this system
architecture must result in performance significantly higher than alternative
technology to merit continued consideration. Given that it's range of fuel
consumption improvement is indeed far broader (and higher) than evolutionary
path 1 from the NRC report, continued consideration seems warranted.
5. Risk and Opportunity: In the overall risk versus opportunity index, concept 3
performs equally well as concept 6 and better than concepts 1, 2, and 4.
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Decision: Retain system architecture concept 3.
System Architecture Option 4
1. Technical performance only: Concept 4 is among the worst performers in terms
of technical performance.
2. Technical and cost performance: In terms of cost effectiveness, concept 4
remains a poor candidate architecture.
3. Technology invasiveness: Technology invasiveness is very high for this concept.
4. Competing technologies: This architecture simply does not measure up. With
performance no better than the accepted path of evolution from the NRC report,
and technology invasiveness considerably higher, there is really no merit to
further consideration of this concept.
5. Risk and Opportunity: While the opportunity for this concept is middle-of-the-
road, risk is clearly higher here than for any other considered architecture.
Decision: Eliminate system architecture concept 4.
System Architecture Option 5
1. Technical performance only: From a technical performance perspective, concept
5 is arguably the best performer.
2. Technical and cost performance: From a cost effectiveness perspective, concept
remains a top contender.
3. Technology invasiveness: Technology invasiveness is very high for this concept.
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4. Competing technologies: Due to the high technology invasiveness, this
technology must, and does, perform significantly better than the alternative
technology (path 1 from the NRC report).
5. Risk and Opportunity: Risk for this concept is lowest of all considered
architectures. Opportunity is high but spread out over a relatively broad range
suggesting some sensitivity to external influences.
Decision: Retain system architecture concept 5.
System Architecture Option 6
1. Technical performance only: From a technical performance perspective alone,
this is not a favored architecture.
2. Technical and cost performance: From a technical and cost performance
perspective alone, this is not a favored architecture.
3. Technology invasiveness: Technology invasiveness is very high for this concept.
4. Competing technologies: Concept 6 does perform substantially better than
evolutionary path I from the NRC report.
5. Risk and Opportunity: An especially good (and consistent) showing in the engine
out NO, risk and opportunity plot suggests this option is more robust to some of
the emissions related scenarios. This is mostly due to the fact that low cost
emissions control devices are readily available if the concept fails to meet the
regulated emissions level. For lean burn concepts (1, 3, and 5) this is not so. If
the regulated emissions level is not met at the engine out location, especially if the
target is substantially missed, the cost to treat these emissions is high and
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subsequently, valuation of lean burn concepts would drop. While for most
considered metrics a conventional performance based analysis would result in
concept 6 not being considered viable, due to the risk attenuating benefits in the
emissions realm, the overall risk and opportunity shows this concept to be quite
good.
Decision: Retain system architecture concept 6.
Based on this analysis then, system architectures 3, 5, and 6 have been retained. Given
that concept 3 and 5 can be very similar with the primary difference that concept 5
involves the downsizing (in cylinder volume or by eliminating cylinder) of concept 3.
While downsizing is not a trivial exercise, it seems to be a natural evolution once an
engine is turbocharged. From this perspective then, concept 3 merely represents an
intermediate step toward concept 5. Downsizing may be very limited at first, but as the
technology progresses, downsizing can be quite significant. A similar progression
occurred with diesel engines. Two decades ago, diesel engines were mostly naturally
aspirated, large, slow and low power. With the advent of turbocharging, power density
for diesel engines has increased tremendously to the point where diesel engines and
naturally aspirated gasoline engines have similar power density and performance.
As a result, system architecture 3 will also be eliminated.
In summary then, system architecture 5 and 6 will continue to be considered during the
ongoing system development process.
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7 Contributions
The work presented in this document contributes to several related fields. First it
contributes to and extends the field of multidisciplinary analysis and optimization since it
builds on the methods and techniques established there. This work also contributes to the
field of system architecting by providing a framework for analysis of multiple
architectures that goes beyond deterministic performance analysis. Finally, system
design and development can be improved through the use of the proposed methodology
by anticipating future conditions in which the system will operate and evaluating system
architecture or design robustness to different potential future scenarios.
7.1 Limitations and generalizability
As stated in Section 1.2.1, the framework presented in this document is limited to new
technology insertion into existing systems. While certain elements of the framework can
be applied quite effectively for new product, system, or architecture analyses, no claims
are made here to that effect.
The methods and techniques developed for the framework presented in this document are
contributions to and extensions of MDO and MAO frameworks. The latter have proven
valuable tools in many engineering fields on many scales. By extension, the methods and
techniques presented here can be used on an equally broad scale.
The technology Invasiveness method could be questioned for its scalability. The ADSM
can be used for any size system by appropriate selection of the level of system
decomposition. In the case study presented in this document the ADSM essentially
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contained three levels of decomposition, with level 0 being the vehicle Powertrain, level
1 the various subsystems of interest, and level 2 the elements within the subsystems.
Appropriate selection of the 0 level of decomposition, the impact of new technology on
the system can be adequately captured two levels of decomposition deep.
7.2 The Fuzzy Pareto Frontier
The fuzzy Pareto frontier concept allows the designer to consider a much larger set of
designs by including near Pareto frontier solutions. How many designs to include in the
fuzzy Pareto Optimal set is up to the system architect or designer through the introduction
of a fuzziness factor K. While this factor K is in fact commensurate with the level of
uncertainty present at the stage of the development process, no attempt was made to
estimate uncertainty or to limit its extent. Rather, through evaluation of design diversity,
an appropriate value of K was found beyond which design diversity was not further
enhanced.
7.3 Solution - Design (S-D) Space linked filtering
Filtering techniques currently used in Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization focus
solely on elimination of clustering in the solution space through a proximity-based
filtering technique. This work introduces a technique that links the solution and design
space during the filtering process. By requiring that only those designs that are clustered
in the solution space and the design space are filtered, an additional set of designs are
retained that otherwise would have been randomly eliminated. This additional set of
designs can be of great interest since these would be designs that are quite different in the
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makeup of their design variables, but nonetheless result in similar performance. There
could well be unique or intangible features that are not modeled or not captured well in
the system model that are of interest to the designer. At a minimum, the designer will
want the opportunity to evaluate these designs before choosing one over the other. A
convincing example was presented from the case studied in this thesis (see Figure 38 in
Section 6.1.2) that this is indeed true.
7.4 Technology Invasiveness
The Design Structure Matrix has developed over the last decade into a powerful system
and project and process analysis tool. This work contributes a new technique by using
the component Design Structure Matrix to analyze the changes in the structure due to a
new technology insertion (Component DSM's are conventionally used to analyze the
structure of the system in question). This technique can be a very powerful system
architecture analysis tool, especially where system architecture evolution due to new
technology insertion is involved. Intuitively, it is clear that the more changes are
introduced in the existing structure of a system (i.e. the more invasive the technology
insertion is), the greater the impact on the system in terms of development challenges,
timeline, and budget, but also organizational effects resulting from changes in the
interfaces between subsystems that may be under the control of different design teams or
organizations. While the methodology presented here has shown to be a useful analysis
tool, there is significant room for improvement and further detailing of the methodology
discussed in the next Chapter.
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7.5 Aggregate System Architecture Analysis - Risk and
Opportunity
This is the stage of the methodology where the system technical (and cost) domain
analysis merges with the analysis of external influences. These external influences are
sources of uncertainty that may be of overriding importance at the time the system will
reach commercialization or is otherwise put into operation. The use of utility curves,
shaped by the magnitudes of the external influences, allows the system architect or
designer to evaluate possible future scenarios. The information gleaned from this
analysis in terms of the robustness of particular system architectures to these future
scenarios may shed light on which architecture may have a greater change of success,
even if technical performance alone would suggest otherwise. It was shown to be useful
in an architectural down selection process for the case of Hydrogen-infused.
7.6 Cohesive Analysis Framework
While the individual contributions can all be used independently at various stages of
system architecture or design analysis and optimization, they do not represent a set of
non-integrated tools. Rather, they have been developed and used in a cohesive analysis
framework that can be applied directly to the concept generation to concept selection
stages of the system design process. Equally important, this work provides the system
architect or designer with a framework that can be continuously evolved as the system
moves through the different stages of the development process.
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7.6.1 Experience Required
System architects can be found in many companies in many industries. One
characteristic all of them have in common is a substantial level of expertise in the subject
matter underlying the architectures they work on. The methodologies captured in the
MDO and MAO frameworks have not been developed to replace the system architect or
designer, but merely to provide him or her with a more rigorous and procedural analysis
framework focused on making "better" decisions. Many of the methodologies in MDO
and MAO are procedural in nature and can easily be performed by a junior engineer.
However, making decisions based on the information gleaned from computational
analysis must be done by those with experience in the field knowledgeable of both the
shortcoming of the system models underlying the computational analysis as well as other
factors affecting the system or architecture that are not, or cannot, be incorporated in the
models.
The methodologies presented in this document are contributions to and extensions of the
MDO and MAO frameworks. As such they are subject to the same arguments made in
the prior paragraph. All of these methods and techniques are merely tools of the trade (of
system architecting or design) and nothing more or less.
Purely from an implementation perspective, i.e. not considering the decision making
process based upon implementation of any methods, some methods and techniques are
purely procedural, while others even at the implementation level require a person skilled
in the art. A breakdown is given in Table 11 on the next page.
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Table 11.
Rudy Smaling
Expert level breakdown
A more detailed explanation is given below for those elements of the proposed
framework requiring expert level knowledge.
1. System model development: The expert knowledge required here in many cases
exceeds the knowledge of the system architect and the latter will have to rely on multiple
subject matter experts to assure a reasonable level of system model fidelity.
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Method or Experience Required Comments
Technique for Implementation
System Model Expert Requires deep disciplinary knowledge
development
Trade-space Novice Can be performed by the novice engineer
exploration with assuming basic training in computational
Monte Carlo analysis
simulation
Fuzzy Pareto Novice Can be performed by the novice engineer
Filtering Novice Can be performed by the novice engineer
Technology Expert Requires disciplinary knowledge. Baseline
Invasiveness system DSM can be derived from physical
inspection by a novice. Deriving the ADSM
requires expert knowledge
Utility functions Expert Building the utility functions can be done by
a novice, however, incorporating external
factors and their effect on utility can only be
done by an expert
Risk and Novice Computing of risk and opportunity can be
Opportunity done by a novice engineer
System Architecture Expert System Architecture selection must be done
Selection by an expert
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Rudy Smaling
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2. Technology Invasiveness: Building a DSM for the baseline system can be done by a
novice engineer based for instance on physical inspection. However, potential new
system architectures resulting from new technology infusion requires a higher level of
expertise to fully grasp the impact and potential of the new technology.
3. Utility functions: Building the utility functions based on external factors requires
substantial knowledge both of the technical subject matter as well as external factors
affecting the potential value of the system's performance.
4. System Architecture selection: Even with the framework presented in this document,
System Architecture selection is far from an exact science and as such is still subject to
careful deliberation that can only be done by someone with a substantial experience level.
In summary, system architecting or design is in essence a decision making process and
the quality of the decisions made depend both on the analysis tools used to generate
information leading to a decision point as well as the ability of the decision maker to
properly evaluate the information before making a decision.
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8 Conclusion
The work presented in this document provides a cohesive system architecture analysis
and selection framework that brings together both analysis in the technical domain as
well as the uncertain external influences from the political, environmental, societal,
and/or economic domains.
The work presented in this document fully supports the thesis as stated in Section 1.2
given the scope and limitations of this work.
The extensive analysis of a case study through application of the system architecture and
analysis framework provides several examples supporting the key new principle that
design diversity must be an important consideration (in addition to performance) at this
stage of the development process.
While the individual concepts and methods are presented here in an integrated process for
system architecture analysis and selection, each can easily be adopted into other analysis
frameworks or used individually.
8.1 Recommendations for Future Work
The individual techniques presented in this work have already proven their value in the
analysis potential system architectures for a hydrogen enhanced combustion engine
concept under active development by ArvinMeritor a major supplier in the automotive
industry and sponsor of the academic work performed by the author, who also is the
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system architect and engineering leader for this project. Two specific recommendations
can be made with regard to extending and improving upon the work presented here:
Technology Invasiveness:
It has been described that the level of invasiveness of technology insertion impacts
system development, engineering team and even organizational impact, as well as
development time and budget. The eight parameters that were used in a weighted sum
approach to estimate technology invasiveness are what the author would consider a
minimally representative set of those effects. It would be of great value to first of all
extend the set of parameters and methods for combining them to yield invasiveness, but
also to more thoroughly research the impact of invasive technology insertion and the
specific impact on interactions, process, timeline, and budget. More specifically, a
detailed evaluation of the impact of technology insertion requiring new links of
communication between people or groups of people that theretofore had no need to
communicate would be a great interest. Especially these cases are assumed to have the
greatest effect on technology success, and the time required to complete the system or
product development process.
This would also help address the question whether the system level impact is linearly
proportional with technology invasiveness or if it is more likely that the system level
impact increases exponentially as invasiveness increases.
Risk and Opportunity analysis with utility curves:
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The use of utility curves to allow for the inclusion of uncertain external influences in the
analysis and selection of system architecture has proven a useful tool in this work. While
the primary reason for developing this tool was the need to evaluate the robustness of
various viable and possible system architectures to future conditions, the use of this tool
should not stop once a particular system architecture has been selected. The method
should be extended to allow for a regular assessment of past design and architecture
decisions.
Additionally, a means of evaluating competing technologies that result in entirely
different system designs or architectures within the same framework should be evaluated.
This could be especially valuable if the competing systems and/or architectures behave
very differently from the systems under evaluation. I.e. while the systems and/or
architectures under evaluation prefer a certain set of possible future conditions that is
different from the preferred set for some competing system, even if in the aggregate all
systems seem to perform similarly.
Technology Readiness Level and Pareto Fuzziness:
Technology Readiness Levels are used by NASA (and other government institutions) to
provide relative metrics as to the level of development of a given technology. This scale
generally varies from level 1 (theoretical predictions without supporting data) to level 9
(successful field demonstration). This scale represents a purely technical feasibility
metric. For example, fuel cells have been at TRL level 9 for many decades, but are not
yet viable for the mass market. For commercial products and systems therefore, the TRL
scale should include a measure of economic viability. Developing such a scale could be
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very valuable and could link directly to the Pareto Fuzziness factor K introduced in this
body of work. Based on evaluation of past technology insertion projects, a heuristic
might be developed linking TRL levels (which are essentially metrics of uncertainty) to
Pareto Fuzziness K.
Framework Validation:
Finally, it would be of great value to see this entire framework applied to a "completed"
system, not only to assess if the outcome would have improved, but also to help calibrate
the "levers" made available to the system architect with this methodology. One
interesting case in the automotive domain would be the advent of fuel injection
technology at a time when carburetion was the standard. System architecture options can
be defined as throttle body injection versus port fuel injection versus direct injection.
Similar to the case study presented in this document, complementary technologies are
required to make the full envisioned system architecture successful. In the case study
turbocharging and in cylinder combustion system changes are required to maximize the
benefits of hydrogen enhanced combustion. In the fuel injector case, various levels of
control system capabilities are required for each of the architectures. A wealth of
information is available in the literature as well as with subject matter experts that allows
for a full analysis of this technology insertion process (which spans at least 3 decades).
The system models can be derived similarly to the way the models were derived for the
work in this document. Off the shelve system models are of course available, but they
represent a level of fidelity not available at the time fuel injection for mass production
vehicles was contemplated for the first time.
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System Architecture evolution through intermediate steps:
Many new technologies are not adopted immediately into what could be considered the
Utopian solution, i.e. the best possible implementation resulting in maximum benefits.
This is usually due to extreme levels of uncertainty. What seems to be an acceptable path
is to first introduce the technology in a less invasive manner on a niche application before
progressing toward the Utopian solution. The earlier mentioned example of fuel injection
systems seems to be a good example. Fuel injection was invented in the 1950's and first
applied on Alfa Romeo race cars at that time. First market introduction of this
technology was on the 1968 Alfa Romeo 2000 GTV as a throttle body injector. A
Throttle body injector is a single injector placed in the throttle body similar to a
carburetor. Broad market adoption did not happen until the late 1970's. The next stage
came in the mid 1980's with the introduction of port fuel injection. The final stage of
direct injection did not happen until the mid 1990's and even now is considered a niche
application. In between these architectural evolutionary stages, many technology
upgrades and design changes occurred. An analysis of the relative invasiveness between
each of the steps and the cumulative invasiveness of many small steps versus one large
one could be very enlightening. Especially if it turns out that the impact of technology
invasiveness is not linear but exponential with technology invasiveness, then the process
of many small steps could in aggregate have less impact than the impact resulting from
one large step.
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10 Appendices
10.1 Concept reduction
The general procedure followed in enumerating possible architectures was to
identify broad architectural descriptors. For instance "naturally aspirated"
versus "turbocharged". An expert in the filed will recognize that these describe
differences system in design, structure, and controls and are considered
architectural descriptors for the purposes of the work presented in this
dissertation. The red areas cover combinations of architectural descriptors that
are removed in consecutive steps from the top down (left to right in the figure).
The end result of this process (which is described in reference 37 in more
detail) is a set of 6 architectures that are further analyzed in this dissertation.
X
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10.2 Engine Specifications
Number of cylinders
Bore x Stroke (mm)
Displacement (cc)
Valvetrain
Number of valves per cylinder
Compression ratio
Combustion chamber
Fuel System
Maximum power (SAE kW @ RPM)
Maximum torque (SAE Nm @ RPM)
Maximum engine speed (RPM)
Engine mass (kg)
Vehicle test weight (kg)
EPA fuel economy (mpg city/highway)
4
82 x 90
1901
DOHC chaindrive
4
9.5
Pent roof
PFI
92.5 @ 6000
165 @ 4800
6500
99.8
1250
24/34
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engine speed and torque profiles
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10.4 US06 drive cycle and engine speed and torque profiles
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10.5 Pareto Optimal
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10.6 Fuzzy Pareto S-D linked filtering -All Options
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10.7 Technology Invasiveness - Changes Only Component DSM
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Air Cleaner
Air duct/resonator
Throttle body
EVAP
intake manifold
Fuel rail
Fuel reformer
Fuel injectors
Fuel Tank
Fuel pump
Fuel tines
EGR
Exhaust manifold
Close coupled converters
Exhaust hot end
Underbody converters
Exhaust cold end
ECM / Sensors
Electrical system
Turbocharger
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New component/subsystem 2 0.25 0.5
Eliminated component/subsystem 2 0.05 0.1
Component redesign 8 0.15 1.2
New inter-connection 4 0.15 0.6
New intra-connection 3 0.1 0.3
Change in mass flow 14 0.2 2.8
Change in energy flow 21 0.05 1.05
Change in controls 12 0.05 0.6
Invasiveness Index 7.15
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Concept 2
Naturally Aspirated
EGR diluted
Crankshaft
Connection rods
Flywheel
Pistons
Accesory drive
Lubrication
Water pump/Cooing
Engine Block
Cylinder heads
Ignition
CamshaftNalve train
Air Cleaner
Air duct/resonator
Throttle body
EVAP
Intake manifold
Fuel rail
Fuel reformer
A.I.R
Fuel injectors
Fuel Tank
Fuel pump
Fuel lines
EGR
Exhaust manifold
Close coupled converters
Exhaust hot end
Underbody converters
Exhaust cold end
ECM / Sensors
Electrical system
Turbocharger
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New component/subsystem 2 0.25 0.5
Eliminated component/subsystem 1 0.05 0.05
Component redesign 7 0.15 1.05
New inter-connection 4 0.15 0.6
New intra-connection 3 0.1 0.3
Change in mass flow 16 0.2 3.2
Change in energy flow 23 0.05 1.15
Change in controls 12 0.05 0.6
Invasiveness Index 7.45
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Concept 4
Boosted
EGR diluted
Crankshaft It
Connection rods Engine Lower E
Flywheel
Pistons
Accesory drive
Lubrication
Water pump/Cooling
Engine Block
Cylinder heads
Ignition - . - - I
CarnshaftNalve train
Air Cleaner
Air duct/resonator
Throttle body
EVAP
Intake maniokd
Fuel rail
Fuel reformer
A.I.R.
Fuel injectors
Fuel Tank
Fuel pump
Fuel fines
EGR
Turbocharger
Exhaust manifold
Close coupled converters
Exhaust hot end
Underbody converters
Exhaust cold end
ECM / Sensors
Electrical system
4
o-o
0 3
New component/subsystem 0.25 0.75
Eliminated component/subsystem 2 0.05 0.1
Component redesign 15 0.15 2.25
New inter-connection 7 0.15 1.05
New intra-connection 5 0.1 0.5
Change in mass flow 23 0.2 4.6
Chan e in ener flow 34 0.05 1.7
Change in controls 13 0.05 0.65
Invasiveness Index 11.6
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New component/subsystem 3 0.25 0.75
Eliminated component/subsystem 3 0.05 0.15
Component redesign 23 0.15 3.45
New inter-connection 7 0.15 1.05
New intra-connection 5 0.1 0.5
Change in mass flow 21 0.2 4.2
Change in energy flow 32 0.05 1.6
Change in controls 13 0.05 0.65
Invasiveness Index 12.35
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Concept 6 3
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Downsized V ILi e~
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Exhaust cold end
ECM / Sensors
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New component/subsystem . .75
Eliminated component/subsystem 2 0.05 0.1
Component redesign 23 0.15 3.45
New inter-connection 7 0.15 1.05
New intra-connection 5 0.1 0.5
Change in mass flow 23 0.2 4.6
Change in energy flow 34 0.05 1.7
Change in controls 13 0.05 0.65
Invasiveness Index 2.8
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10.8 Technology Invasiveness - NRC Evolutionary Paths
NSF Path I I
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New component/subsystem 0 0.25 0
Eliminated component/subs 0 0.05 0
Component redesign 6 0.15 0.9
New inter-connection 2 0.15 0.3
New intra-connection 0 0.1 0
Change in mass flow 9 0.2 1.8
Change in energy flow 10 0.05 0.5
Change in controls 1 0.05 0.05
invasiveness Index 3.55
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New component/subsystem 3 0.25 0.75
Eliminated component/subs 1 0.05 0.05
Component redesign 9 0.15 1.35
New inter-connection 7 0.15 1.05
New intra-connection 0 0.1 0
Change in mass flow 9 0.2 1.8
Change in energy flow 13 0.05 0.65
Change in controls 4 0.05 0.2
Invasiveness Index 5.85
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New component/subsystem 5 0.25 1.25
Eliminated component/subs 2 0.05 0.1
Component redesign 17 0.15 2.55
New inter-connection 11 0.15 1.65
New intra-connection 1 0.1 0.1
Chan e in mass flow 9 0.2 1.8
Change in energy flow 21 0.05 1.05
Change in controls 6 0.05 0.3
Invasiveness Index 8.8
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10.9 Performance Measure Distributions - All SA Options
System Architecture Option 1
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System Architecture Option 2
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System Architecture Option 3
Fuel Consumption Distribution
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System Architecture Option 4
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System Architecture Option 6
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Baseline as shown in section 6.3.2
Break Fuel Consumtion Engine Out Nox Cost Effectiveness,Point Improvement
alue Uti Value Util Value Utilt
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.08 0.98 30 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.4/0.9 50 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.8 80 0.1
4 40 1 3 0/0.5 200 0
18arget I 0.07 45
T.I. RFCI FCI RNO 0 NOx RCE OCE R-r 0OM
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.94 0.04 0.14 0.30 0.35 0.12
SA Option 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.23 0.73 0.29 0.15 0.26 0.30
SA Option 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.23 0.74 0.18 0.23 0.28 0.42
SA Option 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.07 0.89 0.39 0.10 0.38 0.35
SA Option 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.22 0.75 0.05 0.39 0.17 0.60
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.09 0.88 0.11 0.27 0.28 0.46
high fuel prices - increased utility at higher cost per percent fuel economy improvement
Break Fuel Consumton Engine Out Nox Cost Effectiveness
Poin Imroent
alue Util Value Util Value Utilt
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.08 0.98 45 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.4/0.9 70 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.8 100 0.1
4 40 1 3 0/0.5 200 0
Target 18 0.07 45
high fuel prices - increased utility for lower fuel consumption improvements
Break Fuel Consumtion Engine Out Nox Cost EffectivenessPoint lm reet
Value Util Value Util Value Utilt
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.22 0.08 0.98 30 0.98
2 14 0.45 0.3 0.4/0.9 50 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.8 80 0.1
4 40 1 3 0/0.5 200 0
18 0.07 45
high fuel prices - increased utility at higher cost per percent fuel economy imi
Break Fuel Consumtion Engine Out Nox Cost EffectivenessPoint I ~emnt
alue Util Value Ul Value
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.22 0.08 0.98 45 0.98
2 14 0.45 0.3 0.4/0.9 70 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.8 100 0.1
4 40 1 3 0/0.5 200 0
Target 18 0.07 45
~61
T.I. RFC1  OFCi RNOx ONO, RCE OCE R-gjr OrMT
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.94 0.04 0.21 0.75 0.36 0.27
SA Option 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.23 0.73 0.47 0.50 0.30 0.41
SA Option 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.23 0.74 0.28 0.69 0.31 0.58
SA Option 4 11.60 0.9 0.04 0.0 0.8 0. 0.3 0.46 0.42
SA Option 5 12.35 0.3 0.6 0. 0.7 0.0 0. 0.17 0.77
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.09 0.88 0.16 0.80 0.30 0.64
T.I. RFC1  OFC, RNOx ONO, RCE OCE R-OT OTOr
SA Option 1 7.15 0.82 0.14 0.94 0.04 0.14 0.30 0.32 0.16
SA Option 2 7.45 0.87 0.10 0.23 0.73 0.29 0.15 0.25 0.33
SA Option 3 11.15 0.51 0.45 0.23 0.74 0.18 0.23 0.24 0.47
SA Option 4 11.80 0.77 0.19 0.07 0.89 0.39 0.10 0.34 0.40
SA Option 5 12.35 0.23 0.72 0.22 0.75 0.05 0.39 0.14 0.62
SA Option 6 12.80 0.55 0.40 0.09 0.88 0.11 0.27 0.23 0.52
Dvement and increased utility for lower fuel consumption improvements
T.I. RFCI OFCI RNOK ONO. RCE OCE RT-jr OImT
SA Option 1 7.15 0.82 0.14 0.94 0.04 0.21 0.75 0.34 0.31
SA Option 2 7.45 0.87 0.10 0.23 0.73 0.47 0.50 0.28 0.44
SA Option 3 11.15 0.51 0.45 0.23 0.74 0.28 0.69 0.27 0.63
SA Option 4 11.60 0.77 0.19 0.07 0.89 0.65 0.32 0.41 0.47
SA Option 5 12.35 0.23 0.72 0.22 0.75 0.07 0.90 0.15 0.79
SA Option 6 12.80 0.55 0.40 0.09 0.88 0.16 0.80 0.25 0.70
0
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high fuel prices - increased utility at higher cost per percent fuel economy improvement and increased utility for lower fuel consumption improvements and low cost lean nox catalyst
Break Fuel Gonsumtion Engine Out Nox Cost EffectivenessPoint JIvm ent
alue 'f Value Utity Value Utility
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.22 0.08 0.98 45 0.98
2 14 0.45 0.3 0.9 70 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.8 100 0.1
4 40 1 3 0.5 200 0
a 18 0.07 45
T.I. RI OFO RNM ON RCE OCE RM OTM
SA Option 1 7.15 0.82 0.14 0.33 0.64 0.21 0.75 0.23 0.51
SA Option 2 7.45 0.87 0.10 0.23 0.73 0.47 0.50 0.28 0.44
SA Option 3 11.15 0.51 0.45 0.04 0.93 0.28 0.69 0.22 0.69
SA Option 4 11.60 0.77 0.19 0.07 0.89 0.65 0.32 0.41 0.47
SA Option 5 12.35 0.23 0.72 0.03 0.93 0.07 0.90 0.10 0.85
SA Option 6 12.80 0.55 0.40 0.09 0.88 0.16 0.80 0.25 0.70
high fuel prices - increased utility at higher cost per percent fuel economy improvement and low cost lean nox catalyst
Break Fuel Consurtion Engine Out Nox Cost EffectivenessPoint jIvement
alue Uti Value Utility Value Uti
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.08 0.98 45 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.9 70 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.8 100 0.1-
4 40 1 3 0.5 200 0
Ta18 0.07 45
high fuel prices - low cost lean nox catalyst
Break Fuel Consumlion Engine Out Nox Cost EffectivenessPoint IvM nt --
alue uti Value Utility Value Utilt
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.08 0.98 30 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.9 50 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.8 80 0.1
4 40 1 3 0.5 200 0
Ts 18 0.07 45
T.I. RFC OgC RN ON RCE OCE Rr OM
SA Otion 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.33 0.64 0.21 0.75 0.25 0.47
SA Otion 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.23 0.73 0.47 0.50 0.30 0.41
SA Option 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.04 0.93 0.28 0.69 0.26 0.64
SA Option 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.07 0.89 0.65 0.32 0.46 0.42
SA Option 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.03 0.93 0.07 0.90 0.12 0.83
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.09 0.88 0.16 0.80 0.30 0.64
T.I. RKI O], Rrj ONO, RCE OCE RTu O ror
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.33 0.64 0.14 0.30 0.24 0.32
SA tion 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.23 0.73 0.29 0.15 0.26 0.30
SA Otion 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.04 0.93 0.18 0.23 0.23 0.49
SA Otion 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.07 0.89 0.39 0.10 0.38 0.35
SA Option 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.03 0.93 0.05 0.39 0.11 0.66
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.09 0.88 0.11 0.27 0.28 0.46
high fuel prices - increased utility for lower fuel consumption improvements and low cost lean nox catalyst
Break Fuel Consurtion Engine Out Nox Cost Effectiveness
Point IZ ent -
alue Uti Value Utility Value Utilt
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.22 0.08 0.98 30 0.98
2 14 0.45 0.3 0.9 50 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.8 80 0.1
4 40 1 3 0.5 200 0
18 0.07 45
T.I. RFCI OFCI Rr ONO RCE OCE RTr 0 Tr
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.33 0.64 0.21 0.75 0.25 0.47
SA Option 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.23 0.73 0.47 0.50 0.30 0.41
SA Option 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.04 0.93 0.28 0.69 0.26 0.64
SA Option 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.07 0.89 0.65 0.32 0.46 0.42
SA Option 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.03 0.93 0.07 0.90 0.12 0.83
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.09 0.88 0.16 0.80 0.30 0.64
00
o .~
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U,
U,
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0
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high fuel prices - Tighter emissions standards
Break Fuel Consumbon Engine Out Nox Cost EffectivenessPoint m ent
alue Util Value Utility Value Utility
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.01 0.98 30 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.3/0.8 50 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.7 80 0.1_
4 40 1 3 0/0.5 200 0
Target 18 0.07 45
T.I. RFCI OFC, RNOx ONOx RCE OCE RTir OTr
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.81 0.03 0.14 0.30 0.32 0.12
SA Option 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.28 0.63 0.29 0.15 0.27 0.26
SA Option 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.22 0.52 0.18 0.23 0.28 0.35
SA Option 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.11 0.78 0.39 0.10 0.39 0.31
SA Option 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.21 0.53 0.05 0.39 0.16 0.52
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.13 0.77 0.11 0.27 0.29 0.42
high fuel prices - Tighter emissions standards and increased utility for lower fuel consumption improvements
Break Fuel Consumton Engine Out Nox Cost Effectiveness
Ualue it Value Value Utility
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.22 0.01 0.98 30 0.98
2 14 0.45 0.3 0.3/0.8 50 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.7 80 0.1
4 40 1 3 0/0.5 200 0
Target 18 0.07 45
T.I. Rrej Oyc, RNOx ONOx RCE OCE RTGr 0OT
SA Option 1 7.15 0.82 0.14 0.81 0.03 0.14 0.30 0.30 0.16
SA Option 2 7.45 0.87 0.10 0.28 0.63 0.29 0.15 0.25 0.29
SA Option 3 11.15 0.51 0.45 0.22 0.52 0.18 0.23 0.24 0.40
SA Option 4 11.60 0.77 0.19 0.11 0.78 0.39 0.10 0.35 0.36
SA Option 5 12.35 0.23 0.72 0.21 0.53 0.05 0.39 0.14 0.55
SA Option 6 12.80 0.55 0.40 0.13 0.77 0.11 0.27 0.24 0.48
high fuel prices - Tighter emissions standards and increased utility at higher cost per percent fuel economy improvement
Break Fuel Consumtion Engine Out Nox Cost Effectiveness
Point Ivm ent
alue Util Value Util Value Utility
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.01 0.98 45 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.3/0.8 70 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.7 100 0.1
4 40 1 3 0/0.5 200 0
Target 18 007 45
T.I. RFI OKI RNOx ONOx RCE OCE RTr OTrO
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.81 0.03 0.21 0.75 0.34 0.27
SA Option 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.28 0.63 0.47 0.50 0.30 0.38
SA Option 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.22 0.52 0.28 0.69 0.31 0.51
SA Option 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.11 0.78 0.65 0.32 0.47 0.38
SA tion 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.21 0.53 0.07 0.90 0.17 0.69
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.13 0.77 0.16 0.80 0.31 0.60
high fuel prices - Tighter emissions standards and increased utility at higher cost per percent fuel economy improvement and increased utility for lowr fuel consumption improvements
Break Fuel Consumtion Engine Out Nox Cost Effectiveness
Point jvm ent
akUe Util Value Util Value Utilt
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.22 0.01 0.98 45 0.98
2 14 0.45 0.3 0.3/0.8 70 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.7 100 0.1
4 40 1 3 0/0.5 200 0
Target 18 0.07 45
T.I. RFCI OFC, RNOx ONOx RCE OCE RTor 0OT
SA Option 1 7.15 0.82 0.14 0.81 0.03 0.21 0.75 0.31 0.31
SA Option 2 7.45 0.87 0.10 0.28 0.63 0.47 0.50 0.29 0.41
SA Option 3 11.15 0.51 0.45 0.22 0.52 0.28 0.69 0.27 0.55
SA Option 4 11.60 0.77 0.19 0.11 0.78 0.65 0.32 0.42 0.43
SA Option 5 12.35 0.23 0.72 0.21 0.53 0.07 0.90 0.15 0.72
SA Option 6 12.80 0.55 0.40 0.13 0.77 0.16 0.80 0.26 0.66
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Pricing pressures persist - lower valuation of cost effectiveness and tighter emissions
CS
Break Fuel n Engine Out Nox Cost Efiectiveness
alue Ul Value Utility Value Utit
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.08 0.98 20 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.3/0.8 35 0.4_
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.7 50 0.1
4 40 1 3 0/0.5 200 0
Target 18 0.07 45
Pricing pressures persist - lower valuation of cost effectiveness
Break Fuel Consumtion Engine Out Nox Cost Effectiveness
Point m -e- .
- alue Util Value Utility Value Uti
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.08 0.98 20 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.4/0.9 35 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.04/0.8 50 0.1
4 40 1 3 0)0.5 200 0
Target 18 0.07 45
Pricing pressures persist - lower valuation of cost effectiveness and low cost lean nox
Break Fuel Consumton Engine Out Nox Cost EffectivenessPont Ivm ent - -
alue Uti Value Utility Value Ut'y
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.08 0.98 20 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.9 35 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.8 50 0.1
4 40 1 3 0.5 200 0
Tas18 0.07 45
T.I. Rm Om RN ONx RCE OCE Rr O=
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.33 0.64 0.05 0.06 0.23 0.24
SA Option 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.23 0.73 0.10 0.02 0.23 0.26
SA Option 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.04 0.93 0.07 0.03 0.20 0.42
SA Option 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.07 0.89 0.12 0.02 0.31 0.32
SA tion 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.03 0.93 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.55
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.09 0.88 0.05 0.04 0.26 0.39
Pricing pressures persist - lower valuation of cost effectiveness and low cost lean nox and tighter emissions
Break Fuel Consumton Engine Out Nox Cost EffectivenessPoint jIverent
alue ' Value Utiity Value Utiy
0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 8 0.02 0.01 0.98 20 0.98
2 14 0.25 0.3 0.9 35 0.4
3 18 0.97 0.5 0.8 50 0.1
4 40 1 3 0.5 200 0
Target18 0.07 45
T.I. Rm I Op RN ONOX CE OCE RTr OD r
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.31 0.63 0.05 0.06 0.22 0.23
SA Otion 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.22 0.72 0.10 0.02 0.23 0.25
SA Otion 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.03 0.90 0.07 0.03 0.20 0.41
SA Option 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.06 0.87 0.12 0.02 0.31 0.31
SA Otion 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.03 0.90 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.54
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.07 0.86 0.05 0.04 0.26 0.38
T.I. RKI Om RNM NO, RCE OCE R=yjr O=
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.81 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.31 0.03
SA Option 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.32 0.66 0.10 0.02 0.24 0.23
SA Option 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.22 0.52 0.07 0.03 0.25 0.29
SA Option 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.14 0.83 0.12 0.02 0.33 0.30
SA Option 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.21 0.53 0.02 0.07 0.16 0.42
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.16 0.81 0.05 0.04 0.28 0.36
T.I. RK O0 RN O ONO k RCE OCE R- OM
SA Option 1 7.15 0.95 0.02 0.94 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.33 0.04
SA Option 2 7.45 0.96 0.01 0.23 0.73 0.10 0.02 0.23 0.26
SA Option 3 11.15 0.65 0.31 0.23 0.74 0.07 0.03 0.25 0.36
SA Otion 4 11.60 0.93 0.04 0.07 0.89 0.12 0.02 0.31 0.32
SA Option 5 12.35 0.30 0.65 0.22 0.75 0.02 0.07 0.16 0.49
SA Option 6 12.80 0.73 0.24 0.09 0.88 0.05 0.04 0.26 0.39d
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